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Moscow ‘open to
resolving conflict
in Ukraine peacefully’
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arrest warrant
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Babar Azam
creates history
in T20 format

10% of Europeans believe 
Ukraine can defeat Russia
The findings come on eve of the second anniversary 

of Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine
 

News Desk

London: Support for Ukraine remains 
high across the European Union, but au-
thors of the study say politicians should 
focus on defining an acceptable peace.
only one in ten Europeans believe that 
Ukraine can defeat Russia, according to 
an EU-wide poll.  Conducted across 12 EU 
countries - including France, Germany, 

Hungary, Italy, the netherlands, Poland, 
Spain and Sweden - the survey found that 
pessimism about the war’s outcome was 
being fuelled by Ukraine’s failed counterof-
fensive, a potential US policy shift and the 
possibility of donald Trump getting into 
the White House. The report - titled ‘Wars 
and Elections: How European leaders can 
maintain public support for Ukraine’ - 
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Maryam Nawaz
reveals 5-year

governance plan

AbiD RAzA 
LAHoRE:  Maryam 
nawaz, Punjab’s chief 
minister nominee 
of Pakistan Mus-
lim League-nawaz 
(PML-n), has revealed her game plan 
for the province as she gears up to take 
charge for five years. In her address to 
the media after PML-n’s parliamentary 
party meeting Wednesday, Maryam said: 
“A new era will usher in Punjab. I congrat-
ulate the PML-n for securing victory [and 
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“A new era will usher in Punjab. 
I congratulate PML-n for securing 

victory,” says party’s senior vice-president

Meets Australian envoy

Briefs

SC disposes 
of elections 

annulment plea
“State should ensure that 

court-martialed person does not 
use rank of brigadier,” CJP Isa

CouRt RepoRteR

ISLAMABAD: The Supreme Court (SC) Wednes-
day disposed of the petition seeking re-election 
and annulment of the February 8 polls and im-
posed a fine of Rs500,000 on the petitioner over 
his failure to appear before the court. The devel-
opment comes as a three-member SC bench led 
by Chief Justice of Pakistan (CJP) Qazi Faez Isa, 
comprising Justice Musarrat Hilali and Justice 
Muhammad Ali Mazhar, conducted the hearing 
on Brig (retd) Ali Khan’s petition urging the apex 
court to annul the polls and order re-elections over 
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SJC proceedings 
to continue even 
after resignation

stAff RepoRt / DNA
ISLAMABAd: The Supreme Court on Wednesday ruled that 
the Supreme Judicial Council (SJC) proceedings once initi-
ated cannot be halted even after the resignation of a judge. 
A five-member larger bench Justice Amin-ud-din Khan an-
nounced the short verdict and partially accepted the federal 
government’s intra-court appeal (ICA) against its judgment 
delivered in 2023 in Afia Sheharbano Zia’s case. The other 
members of the bench included Justice Jamal Khan Mandok-
hel, Justice Hassan Azhar Rizvi, Justice Musarrat Hilali, and 
Justice Irfan Saadat Khan. The top court in Afia Sheharbano 
Zia’s case held that the judges who retire or resign do not 
fall within the ambit of Article 209 of the Constitution that 
determines misconduct of the superior court judges.
In the short verdict today, the apex court ruled that it’s the 
discretion of the SJC whether or not to proceed against a 
judge in a pending complaint. Four of the five judges of the 
bench declared the ICA maintainable, while Justice Rizvi 
dissented with the majority verdict to the extent of the ap-
peal being time-barred. The SC said the detailed reasons for 
the verdict will be issued later. The federation — through 
secretary law and justice — had filed the ICA with the apex 
court under Section 5 of the Supreme Court (Practice and 
Procedure) Act 2023 read with Article 184(3) of the Consti-
tution against the judgment dated June 27, 2023 delivered in 
Afia Sheharbano’s case. The federal government had prayed 
the apex court to set aside the impugned judgment after 
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Five-member SC bench partially accepts 
federal govt’s appeal; Justice ® Mazahir Ali 
Akbar naqvi to be affected by the verdict

Palestinian MFA
condemns Israeli 
Knesset’s decision

Calls for a 
two-state solution

News Desk

RAMALLAH: The Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs and Ex-
patriates condemns the Is-
raeli Knesset’s adoption by 
a large majority of a resolu-
tion to reject what it called 
unilateral recognition of the 
Palestinian state, and con-
siders it an official Israeli 
attempt to challenge the 
international community 
by rejecting the Palestini-
an state and being hostile 
to peace, and an Israeli in-
sistence on kidnapping the 
rights of our people by the 
occupying force and keep-
ing the Palestinian state 
hostage in the hands of 
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‘You’re too 
late’, PML-n 

tells JUI-F
“PML-n going to 
form a coalition 

government with 
PPP in Balochistan

khAyAm AbbAsi

ISLAMABAd: The Paki-
stan Muslim League-nawaz 
(PML-n) has shown reluc-
tance in forging an alliance 
with its former ally, Jamiat 
Ulema Islam-Fazl (JUI-F), 
to form a coalition gov-
ernment in Balochistan. 
As per the inside story 
of PML-n leader Ishaq 
dar and JUI-F’s Maulana 
Abdul Ghafoor Haideri 

Continued on Page 06

ANAlysis
ANsAR m bhAtti

ISLAMABAd: In a significant develop-
ment, the PML-n 
and the PPP for-
malized an alliance 
Tuesday night, 
marking a crucial 
step towards gov-
ernment formation 
and bringing an end 
to the prevailing un-
certainty and chaos albeit for a while. 
However, the nature of this partnership 
remains uncertain, raising questions 
about whether it is grounded in sub-
stantial principles or merely a strategic 
alliance of convenience.
Earlier this week, on Monday, February 
19, 2024, this newspaper reported on 
the success of government formation 
talks, outlining the path for collabora-
tion between the two parties in the up-
coming administration. According to the 
agreed-upon formula, the PPP is set to 
secure the Presidency, Governorships 
of Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 
Senate chairmanship, Balochistan chief 
ministership, and the deputy speaker 
position in the national Assembly.
despite this agreement, a notable point of 
contention has emerged regarding the se-
lection of the next Chairman of the Senate. 
While the influential forces advocate for 
the appointment of caretaker Prime Min-

ister Anwaarul Haq Kakar to this role, the 
PPP is pushing for the elevation of Senator 
Salim Mandivala to the position. Former 
Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani may 
also be another potential candidate. 
In the race for the Governorship of 
Punjab, the names under consideration 
include former Information Minister 
Qamar Zaman Kaira, Makhdoom Ahmed 
Mahmood, and Afzal Chan. Among 
these contenders, Makhdoom Ahmed 
Mahmood and Qamar Zaman Kaira 

emerge as strong candidates for this 
prestigious position.
In this negotiated settlement, the 
PML-n will assume key roles and re-
sponsibilities, securing the Prime Min-
ister’s office, the Chief Ministership 
of Punjab, and the Speaker position in 
the national Assembly. Additionally, the 
party will have the privilege of nominat-
ing governors for both Baluchistan and 
Sindh provinces plus all the tension and 
headache as it has to take full responsi-
bility when it comes to governance and 
sorting out fiscal as well as political is-
sues because the PPP shall not be part 

of the Cabinet and decision making, at 
least for the moment.
The PPP’s decision to refrain from join-
ing the Cabinet raises concerns for the 
stability of the PML-n-led government. 
This move not only fuels existing specu-
lations about the government’s ability to 
complete its full five-year term but also 
hints at the possibility of a calculated 
strategy. Perhaps, this intentional choice 
is aimed at facilitating a seamless transi-
tion of power possibly in a few years, al-

lowing for a change of guards without un-
necessary complications or disruptions.
The persistent challenges confronting the 
PTI founding chairman are anticipated 
to endure, yet the party has demonstrat-
ed a remarkable resurgence and vitality 
following its impressive performance in 
the 2024 general elections. With the pos-
sibility of coalition governments formed 
by the PML and PPP, it becomes crucial 
to establish a robust opposition, function-
ing as a vigilant watchdog to prevent the 
coalition from navigating too smoothly in 
both national and provincial assemblies. 
This development holds promise for PTI 

members, providing them with a potential 
opportunity to constitute a formidable op-
position. The PTI members can anticipate 
finding solace, as a significant number of 
them have emerged from their hiberna-
tion. The upcoming assumption of govern-
ment in the KP province and its role as the 
potential opposition in the national and 
Punjab assemblies are likely to bolster its 
position even more. despite ongoing chal-
lenges, the PTI’s recent electoral suc-
cess has injected a sense of resilience 

and optimism within the party, setting 
the stage for a potentially transforma-
tive period in its political trajectory.
It is widely acknowledged that, in addi-
tion to internal dynamics, external fac-
tors also wield significant influence in 
shaping and dismantling governments 
in Pakistan—an enduring reality. The im-
pending change of administration in the 
United States later this year could exert a 
notable impact on the political landscape 
of Pakistan. The potential victory of don-
ald Trump in the U.S. elections has been 
viewed by Senator Mushahid Hussain 
as a potential boon, particularly for the 

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI). Without 
mincing words, Senator Hussain has 
forecasted that a Trump triumph may 
swiftly alter the political trajectory in 
Pakistan in favour of beleaguered PTI.
As the political landscape continues to 
evolve, it remains to be seen how this 
newly formed alliance will navigate the 
complexities of governance and whether 
it will stand the test of time beyond its im-
mediate purpose. It remains a fact that the 
The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) has 
emerged as the most popular political 
party, demonstrating resilience in the face 
of numerous challenges. despite encoun-
tering various obstacles, the party has 
successfully secured more seats than its 
counterparts, the Pakistan Muslim League-
nawaz (PML-n) and the Pakistan Peo-
ple’s Party (PPP). This electoral success 
solidified PTI’s position as a legitimate 
contender for forming the government. 
The PML-n government is undoubtedly 
poised to encounter a multitude of chal-
lenges. operating as a fragile minority 
government, its continual reliance on the 
PPP for survival adds an additional layer 
of complexity. Furthermore, the adminis-
tration finds itself in a precarious position 
as it lacks the moral authority bestowed 
by the masses, who did not grant it a 
clear mandate to govern the country. In 
essence, the success of the PML-n gov-
ernment hinges on its ability to transform 
adversity into opportunity. Anything less 
than an extraordinary performance may 
jeopardize the future of the party.

PPP, PML-N forge ‘marriage of convenience’

Appex Court rules

Internet, social media 
disruption irks SHC CJ
Internet services suspended over national 
security threats, says federal government

X down for 5 days

NAziR siyAl

KARACHI: Sindh High Court (SHC) Chief 
Justice Aqeel Ahmed Abbasi lambasted the 
authorities over intermittent internet, so-
cial media disruption in the country. “When 
will you restore the internet?’ the chief 
justice asked the Pakistan Telecommuni-
cation Authority’s (PTA) lawyer during the 
hearing of a petition filed by rights activist 
Advocate Jibran nasir on the suspension 
of internet and social media services. The 
top judge’s remarks come as netizens have 
been facing sporadic disruptions in internet 
services along with hindrances in accessing 
social media platforms for the past couple 
of weeks, including a complete internet sus-
pension on February 8 election day despite 
SHC’s stay order directing the authorities 
to ensure uninterrupted internet access. 
Renowned social media platform X, former-
ly Twitter, had been down for days with no 
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IHC rejects DC 
Islamabad’s 

‘unconditional 
pardon’ 

The court also issued 
show-cause notice to dC 

Islamabad for skipping hearing 
and sought a reply by Monday

CouRt RepoRteR 
ISLAMABAD: The Islamabad High 
Court (IHC) rejected Islamabad Dep-
uty Commissioner (DC) Irfan Nawaz 
Memon’s plea seeking uncondition-
al pardon on Wednesday after he 
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86 PTI people have 
joined Sunni Ittehad 
PTI to hold intra-party 

elections in 15 days
mehtAb piRAzADA

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Tehreek-e-In-
saf (PTI) submitted on Wednesday 
the joining certificates of independ-
ent members aligning with the Sunni 
Ittehad Council (SIC) to the Election 

Continued on Page 06

Siraj calls for 
respecting 

public mandate
CEC failed to act 

upon his oath

AbbAs hAshmi

LAHoRE: Jamaat-e-Islami 
(JI) chief Sirajul Haq says 
the decision has been tak-
en first and and the drama 
in the name of the elec-
tion happens later in the 
country. “All international 
organisations have demand-
ed an investigation into the 
election activity. All organ-
izations have called this 
election a drama,” he held. 
Referring to the 1970 elec-
tions, Sirajul Haq said that 
the public mandate was not 
given importance in 1977 
and rigged elections were 
held again. He said that the 
nation suffered the conse-
quences for eleven years. 
He further said that the 
Chief Election Commission-
er had taken an oath to con-
duct a transparent election 
but he failed to do so.

MQM 
demands 

governorship
MQM also emphasises 

amendments 
to LG system

ADil shAheeN

ISLAMABAd:The MQM-Pa-
kistan has reportedly asked 
the PML-n for its share in the 
federal government as much 
as possible. As per reports, 
the MQM has demanded the 
Sindh governorship and five 
ministries in the Centre. The 
MQM leadership also em-
phasized amendments to the 
local government system and 
constitutional amendments. 
These terms were reported-
ly discussed during negotia-
tions between the two parties 
on the issue of government 
formation in the Centre. The 
meeting was held at the min-
isters’ enclave in Islamabad. 
Both parties considered 
various options for working 
together in the federation. 
The MQM-P also asked 
the PML-n for its share in 
the central government as 
much as possible.

Russian DefenDeRs Day 

ISLAMABAD: Chief guest Air Vice Marshal Abid Latif , of Pakistan Air Force, Ambassador of the 
Russian Federation Albert P Khorev, Defence Attaché Colonel Vadim N. Fenchenko and others 
cutting cake to celebrate the Defender of the Fatherland Day, of the Russian Federation. – DNA

The PML-n government is undoubtedly poised to 
encounter a multitude of challenges. operating as a fragile 

minority government, its continual reliance on the PPP 
for survival adds an additional layer of complexity
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fAisAl sheikh

ISLAMABAd : The Centre for Stra-
tegic Perspectives (CSP) at the Insti-
tute of Strategic Studies Islamabad 
(ISSI), organized a Public Talk on 
“Stabilizing Pakistan’s Economy.” 
The Guest Speaker at the event was 
Mr. Mueen Afzal, Former Secretary 
General, Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Affairs, Pakistan. In her 
introductory remarks, dr. neelum 
nigar, director CSP, emphasized the 
significance of today’s talk, which 
delves into a crucial topic. The econo-
my has faced severe macroeconomic 
imbalances, with the recurring bal-
ance of payments crises, shortages 
of foreign exchange, and above all a 
lot of fiscal indiscipline. The econo-
my has not been able to take off even 
with the series of financial stimuli pro-
vided by international financial insti-
tutions. This underscores the neces-
sity to comprehend the fundamental 

aspects of the economy, allowing us 
to present practical policy recommen-
dations. In his welcome remarks, dG 
ISSI Ambassador Sohail Mahmood 
highlighted the significant economic 
challenges that Pakistan is currently 
facing, fostered by both internal and 
external factors, including the im-
pact of global economic slow-down, 
Covid-19 pandemic, and food and fuel 
crises in the wake of Russia-Ukraine 
conflict and situation in the Middle 
East.  He noted that Pakistan is grap-
pling with a dual deficit challenge, 
involving both fiscal and current ac-
counts, ultimately leading to a debt 
trap. Furthermore, the economy 
is confronted with rising inflation, 
food insecurity, energy crisis, and 
unemployment, adding to the al-
ready formidable set of challenges. 
These hurdles have hindered the 
nation’s path to achieving sustain-
able growth. Ambassador Sohail 
Mahmood further emphasized that 
the implementation of necessary 

corrective measures, including re-
direction of resources toward so-
cial sectors, has been hindered by 
fiscal constraints, also resulting in a 
sluggish GdP growth rate. To stabi-
lize the economy, a comprehensive 
but targeted approach is imperative, 
entailing sustained long-term growth 
through structural adjustments with-
in the economic framework. during 
his address, Mr. Mueen Afzal shed 
light on the recent challenges con-
fronting the Pakistani economy. He 
attributed the country’s economic 
woes to the misallocation of human 
resources. Mr. Afzal emphasized that 
while economic crises are surmount-
able, they necessitate a rigorous 
reform process. He highlighted the 
potential benefits of investments like 
CPEC, stressing that they must be 
utilized prudently. Mr. Afzal argued 
that stabilizing the economy relies on 
attaining sustainable growth, necessi-
tating a minimum GdP growth rate 
of around 5 percent. Specifically, he 

stressed combating poverty and ine-
quality; fiscal discipline; increasing 
savings and revenues; responsible 
management of debt; trade diversi-
fication; conducive environment for 
FdI; structural reforms; and, above 
all, ‘sensible decisions.’ He under-
scored that the foremost concern 
presently is the escalating inflation, 
which impacts both exchange rates 
and interest rates. Moreover, Mr. 
Mueen Afzal addressed the recurring 
challenge of the balance of payments, 
advocating for a strategic focus on 
trade policies and diversification of 
exports as imperative solutions. A 
manageable current account balance, 
he noted, is vital for maintaining a 
stable rupee, a prerequisite for sus-
tainable growth. In conclusion, he 
pointed out that Pakistan’s public 
spending is limited, remaining below 
20 percent. This limitation hinders 
investment in crucial public infra-
structure, further worsening ine-
quality within the nation.

ISSI hosts public talk on “stabilizing 
Pakistan’s economy”

dG ISSI Ambassador Sohail Mahmood highlighted the significant economic 
 challenges that Pakistan is currently facing, fostered by both internal and external factors

Call for parties to 
unite in resolving 

national crisis

LAHORE: Ambassador of Azerbaijan Khazar Farhadov visited Lahore Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry and interacted with the business community. DNA

ADil shAheeN

ISLAMABAd :Religious scholars and 
leaders on Wednesday urged political 
parties to forge a national accord re-
quiring collective efforts to steer clear 
from any crisis. This call was made 
during the “Convention for Pakistan 
Accord’ held here under the auspi-
cious of Pakistan Ulema Council 
(PUC) under the visionary leader-
ship of Chairman Hafiz Muhammad 
Tahir Mahmood Ashrafi, seeing the 
participation of religious scholars 
and leaders from various schools of 
thought. They emphasized the ne-
cessity for all stakeholders, includ-
ing the Pakistan Armed forces, judi-
ciary, and all political and religious 
factions, to come together and for-
mulate a covenant for the betterment 
of the nation. This covenant, named 
the Pakistan Accord, should outline 
the trajectory for the country’s next 
25 years, they added. In their joint 
declaration, they highlighted that 
political parties must accept each 
other’s mandate and resort to the 
Constitution and law to resolve elec-

toral disputes. They urged Election 
Commission of Pakistan (ECP) and 
judiciary to play impartial roles into 
the matter. Ulema and Mashaykh 
emphasized that economic stability 
was intricately linked with politi-
cal stability, and without the latter, 
the former could not be achieved. 
They pointed out that Pakistan faces 
several challenges, and addressing 
them requires cooperation from all 
democratic societies.  They stressed 
that all parties should accept the 
results of general elections and 
work together to resolve the coun-
try’s pressing issues. However, they 
raised the concerns regarding the 
dissatisfaction expressed by certain 
political parties over the results of 
the elections held on February 8. 
Regarding electoral results, they 
reiterated that parties with doubts 
and suspicions should adhere to the 
Constitution and law, and the ECP 
should promptly address their con-
cerns. It was deemed unacceptable 
to push the country towards unrest 
under any circumstances, they said 
adding that the ECP and judiciary 
should play impartial roles in resolv-

ing electoral disputes to ensure the 
satisfaction of all parties.
 The religious scholars and leaders 
emphasized the importance of fos-
tering an environment of tolerance 
and mutual respect among all po-
litical parties, aiming to eliminate 
past animosities and give each oth-
er due space to end intolerance in 
the country.  They stated that the 
Pakistan Armed forces, judiciary, 
and all political and religious groups 
should sit together and unite under a 
comprehensive Pakistan Accord. They 
said it should outline a unified plan for 
steering beloved country for the next 
25 years, addressing both internal and 
external challenges and finding effec-
tive solutions for economic crisis and 
combating extremism, terrorism, and 
youth radicalization. Furthermore, 
they proposed that Pakistan’s foreign 
policy, along with improving relations 
with friendly countries, should also 
focus on alleviating poverty and un-
employment through a plan for youth 
rehabilitation, aiming to eliminate 
extremism and terrorism.  They con-
cluded by asserting that all stakehold-
ers must come together to formulate 
a consensus policy, which should be 
declared a national policy, and any 
government, irrespective of its origin, 
should accept it in a coherent manner. 
“The path we stand on today is the 
right path, and any experimentation 
with the situation will only lead to 
serious consequences,” they opined. 
They, applauding services of the Pa-
kistan Army and security agencies 
in maintaining peace and security 
during the general elections, attrib-
uted their efforts to be commendable 
and praiseworthy.

Health and education key 
to strong economy: RCCI

DNA

RAWALPIndI : For the de-
velopment of any country, 
health and education are 
important sectors, by de-
veloping which the coun-
try can be economically 
stable; Rawalpindi Cham-
ber is taking all steps and 
efforts for the develop-
ment of these two sectors.  
Pakistan has a weak econ-
omy where the common 
man does not have access 
to the expensive treat-
ment of dental cancer and 
related diseases. Speak-
ing at the national Health 
Summit at the Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry 
Rawalpindi, RCCI Presi-
dent Saqib Rafiq said that 
the purpose of the confer-
ence was to bring aware-
ness about oral hygiene, 
especially dental hygiene 
and safety, so as to avoid 

expensive treatment. Sa-
qib Rafiq said that it is an 
honor for the Rawalpindi 
Chamber that the Presi-
dent of Pakistan dr. Arif 
Alvi was the Chief Guest 
of the inaugural session 
of the event. The theme of 
the conference was “den-
tal Hygiene “. The Presi-
dent of Pakistan was the 
first Head of State to visit 
the Rawalpindi Chamber 
and encouraged the busi-
ness community for their 
involvement in the various 
initiatives taken for health 
facilities. He said almost 
90 per cent of people 
could not afford the ex-
pensive treatment of den-
tistry, adding the dental 
related diseases could be 
avoided with just due care 
and prevention. He said 
the chamber was making 
all possible measures to 
extend better health fa-
cilities in every nook and 

cranny of the Rawalpindi 
division, under which it 
had arranged mobile den-
tal units for diagnosing 
chronic disease caused by 
bad oral hygiene. Besides, 
it was carrying out water 
testing and data collection 
in 74 union councils of 
the Rawalpindi division, 
he added. Moreover, 
panelists from leading 
laboratories and hospi-
tals participated in panel 
discussions and informed 
the audience about the 
challenges facing the 
healthcare system and 
dental hygiene. Medical 
students from different 
universities also partici-
pated in the event. Along 
with the panel discussion, 
there was also a dental 
mobile unit and free oral 
cancer screening facility 
for the members and visi-
tors on the occasion of the 
summit.

S.Punjab Secretariat aims
 to pace development

BAHAWALPUR : Addition-
al Chief Secretary South 
Punjab Captain (retd) Saqib 
Zafar on Wednesday said 
that the South Punjab Sec-
retariat is addressing the 
gaps of development by en-
hancing infrastructure in 
health, education, and oth-
er sectors.  Addressed of-
ficers undergoing the 39th 
Mid-Career Management 
Course at the national 
Institute of Management 
in Islamabad during their 
visit to the South Punjab 
Secretariat, he said that 
major projects in educa-
tion and health have been 
completed in all major cit-
ies of South Punjab. He 

said that proposals for 58 
major projects in the new 
budget have been submit-
ted to the government, 
with an estimated cost of 
Rs 132 billion.  Zafar em-
phasized that eliminating 
poverty and backwardness 
from the region is the top 
priority of the South Pun-
jab Secretariat along with 
focusing on providing ne-
cessities, increasing literacy 
rates, and promoting agricul-
ture. He highlighted the im-
portance of agriculture in the 
country’s prosperity, mention-
ing the revival of cotton cultiva-
tion in South Punjab which is 
known as the Cotton Belt. He 
said that a project proposal of 

investing Rs 5 billion for the 
revival and increased pro-
duction of cotton is part of 
the plan.  He mentioned the 
plans to connect all major cit-
ies of South Punjab through 
CPEC and motorways, in-
cluding the construction of 
the Khanewal-Jhang Inter-
change on the Karachi-Lahore 
Motorway with an estimated 
cost of Rs13 billion.  The Addi-
tional Chief Secretary revealed 
that action plans have been 
prepared for the construction 
of flyovers and underpasses in 
major cities of South Punjab to 
improve the traffic system. A 
plan to construct protective 
dykes to prevent damage 
from floods. —Agencies 

MCI Administrator vows to 
resolve business concerns 

ISLAMABAd : Rana Waqas 
Anwar, Administrator, 
Metropolitan Corporation 
Islamabad (MCI)/Acting 
deputy Commissioner 
Islamabad along with his 
team visited the Islamabad 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry and interacted 
with the business commu-
nity to learn about their is-
sues. Kamran Bakhtat, dy. 
dG MCI, Yasir Arafat dMA, 
Rana Waqas Mustaqeem di-
rector Revenue, dr. Musta-
fa Alam director 1122, dr. 
Irshad Ali Jokhio director 
Health Services, Ch. Ift-
ikhar Haidri director disas-

ter Management, and oth-
ers were in the delegation.   
Speaking on the occasion, 
Rana Waqas Anwar said 
that MCI wants to move 
forward with the consensus 
of the business community 
to address their issues and 
facilitate them in business 
promotion. He said that he 
would visit markets to see 
the situation of encroach-
ments and take measures to 
remove them in coordination 
with ICCI and concerned 
market associations. He 
said that MCI is making a 
uniform policy to remove all 
billboards in Islamabad as 

they are affecting the beauty 
of the city. He said that vend-
ing zones are being consid-
ered for shifting pushcarts 
from markets. He said that 
law-abiding citizens would 
get some rebate in proper-
ty tax. He said that board 
tax and trade license fees 
should be paid to only one 
entity from MCI or UC. He 
said that open spaces would 
be allotted only to the shop-
keepers. He said that no 
brand would be damaged 
and only violations would 
be removed from markets. 
He said that if anyone gives 
notice to traders using the 

name of the Punjab Govern-
ment, he should be handed 
to the police for appropri-
ate action. Speaking on 
the occasion, Ahsan Zafar 
Bakhtawari, President, Is-
lamabad Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry briefed 
the MCI delegation about 
the key issues of the busi-
ness community. He said 
that encroachments should 
be removed in consultation 
with ICCI and concerned 
market associations. He 
said that notification of 
mutually agreed board tax 
and trade license should be 
issued. —APP

No load-
shedding 

during 
Sehar & Iftar: 

CEO SEPCO
SUKKUR  : The Sukkur Elec-
tric Power Supply Company 
(SEPCo) has completed all 
operational arrangements 
and finalized a comprehen-
sive strategy for the region to 
ensure uninterrupted power 
supply to consumers during 
Ramazan. These views were 
expressed by Chief Executive 
officer (SEPCo) Engr Saeed 
Ahmed dawach, while talk-
ing to  APP here on Wednes-
day.  In this connection, he 
said that in the Sukkur and 
Larkana divisions, a special 
desk/control room has been 
established to monitor the 
uninterrupted electricity 
supply during the month of 
Ramazan, which will remain 
operational 24 hours a day.
He further said that the mon-
itoring cells established at 
SEPCo headquarters and all 
circles would be personally 
monitored by himself and the 
superintendent of Engineers. 
CEo dawach said that in the 
special control room, the du-
ties of various officers have 
been assigned to monitor the 
smooth transmission of elec-
tricity at the time of Sehar, If-
tar and Taraweeh. officers of 
the Executive Engineer level 
will monitor the operation-
al activities as monitors of 
these circles for immediate 
redressal of any emergency 
and consumer complaints. 
He further said that no effort 
would be spared to ensure an 
uninterrupted supply of elec-
tricity to consumers during 
Sehar, Iftar and Taraweeh 
prayers in Ramazan. He add-
ed that individual consum-
ers’ complaints would also 
be resolved immediately. He 
said that the SEPCo staff 
has been instructed to deal 
with the consumers in a very 
friendly manner and take 
steps to solve their problems 
immediately in the spirit of 
service.—APP

JazzCash assigned task of
 BISP fund disbursements

ISLAMABAd : JazzCash, 
country’s leading fintech 
organisation, has been 
assigned the task for dis-
bursements of  Benazir 
Income Support Program 
(BISP) aimed at empower-
ing underserved communi-
ties, with a particular em-
phasis on women inclusion. 
JazzCash, as part of this 
partnership, will leverage 
its extensive nationwide 
network of agents and re-
tailers to disburse funds to 
over 1.3 million beneficiar-
ies, said a news release is-
sued on Wednesady. Aamir 
Ibrahim, CEo of Jazz, said, 
“In collaboration with BISP, 
we are working to uplift the 
economic well-being of Pa-
kistani women. Leveraging 
JazzCash’s network, we aim 
to provide accessible digital 
financial services, hence, 
contributing to the gradual 

financial empowerment of 
BISP’s beneficiaries. This 
effort is a reflection of our 
purpose of improving the 
lives and livelihoods of 
women through digital and 
financial inclusion.” Speak-
ing at the signing ceremo-
ny, Murtaza Ali, Head of 
JazzCash, said, “JazzCash 
and BISP, together, envi-
sion a future where finan-
cial inclusion acts as a cat-
alyst for social upliftment, 
breaking barriers and pro-
viding equal opportunities 
for all. This partnership 
reflects our shared commit-
ment to positively impact-
ing the lives of those who 
need it the most.” BISP, the 
prominent social protec-
tion organisation, provides 
financial assistance to over 
9 million women who will 
be given cash assistance 
amounting to Rs. 10,500 

per quarter for a period of 
3 years. Under the 3-year 
partnership, JazzCash will 
facilitate cash withdrawals 
through biometrically ena-
bled services. Chairperson 
BISP, Muhammad Amjad 
Saqib, in his address, em-
phasized the importance 
of collective responsibility 
towards uplifting the mar-
ginalized. “Irrespective 
of designation, as human 
beings and citizens of Paki-
stan, we must perform our 
duties. Through our love 
and respect for our women, 
we can bring about positive 
change in their lives,” he 
added. This ceremony, he 
stated, further strength-
ened the commitment of 
all parties fort he mission 
of serving the most vulner-
able members of society 
with dignity and transpar-
ency.—APP

Madad Sindhi 
directs 

NAVTTC  to 
increase 
quota for 
disables

ISLAMABAd : Caretaker 
Federal Minister for Ed-
ucation and Professional 
Training Madad Ali Sindhi 
has directed the chairper-
son nAVTTC to increase 
the quota for disables and 
transgender in all the pro-
grams. He was chairing the 
steering committee meet-
ing of national Vocational 
and Technical Training 
Commission (nAVTTC) on 
Wednesday. The meeting 
was attended by chairperson 
nAVTTC Ms. Gulmina Bilal 
Ahmed and senior officials 
from Ministry of Education. 
Madad Ali Sindhi said that 
this was the second meet-
ing of nAVTTC steering 
committee under his tenure 
as minister. He pointed out 
that this is also the second 
meeting in five years. He 
highlighted the importance 
of this committee and urged 
the upcoming government 
to give it due importance as 
well. He said that in the last 
meeting, he had increased 
the quota for women which 
has been implemented and 
today, he also directed the 
chairperson to increase the 
disability and transgender 
quota in all nAVTTC pro-
grams. Madad Ali said that 
domain of nAVTTC should 
be expanded to provinces 
to achieve the progress. He 
was of the opinion that it 
is vital to include universi-
ties for enhancing scope of 
nAVTTC.—APP

They emphasized the necessity for all stakeholders, 
including the Pakistan Armed forces, judiciary, and all 

political and religious factions, to come together and formulate 
a covenant for the betterment of the nation



Excise deptt 
provides 

civic 
facilities 

ISLAMABAd: The Excise 
department is providing 
civic facilities to residents 
of federal capital to get 
their vehicle registration 
as well as access of various 
essential services at Rose 
& Jasmine Garden here 
on Wednesday under ICT 
doorstep initiative. on the 
directives of deputy Com-
missioner Islamabad, the 
excise staff would be sta-
tioned at the park’s parking 
lot from 3.00 to 5.00 pm, 
and the citizens hailing 
from nearby areas of Rose 
& Jasmine Garden can get 
civic facilities through a 
dedicated van, ICT Spokes-
man dr Abdullah Tabassum 
said. He said that whether 
you need a fuel permit for 
domestic or commercial 
use, or looking to register 
your motor vehicle seam-
lessly, the on-ground ser-
vice will ensure a swift and 
straightforward process. 
This initiative aims to stream-
line processes and provide 
ease to the public regarding 
vehicle registration, transfer, 
and token tax procedures, he 
added. – APP

Police arrest 
five kite 
makers

RAWALPIndI: Rawalpindi 
district Police on the direc-
tives of City Police officer, 
Rawalpindi are making ef-
forts to control kite flying 
and managed to arrest five 
kite makers and sellers on 
recovery of a large number 
of kites, string rolls and 
kites making material, said 
a police spokesman here on 
Wednesday. He informed, 
Waris Khan Police conduct-
ed a raid and arrested five 
accused namely Semab alias 
Mani King, Shahzaib, Ibra-
him,numan and Zubair and 
recovered a large number of 
kites and kites making mate-
rial from their possession. 
Superintendent of Police, 
Rawal, Faisal Saleem said the 
operation against the rules 
violators would continue 
without any discrimination. 
The spokesman said that the 
divisional Superintendents of 
Police had directed the police 
teams to accelerate opera-
tions against kite sellers and 
flyers. Senior Superintendent 
of Police, operations Rawal-
pindi said that strict action 
in accordance with the law 
would be taken against the 
violators and they would be 
sent behind the bars. – APP

Pakdesires JVs, partnerships 
with foreign firms: President
In the meeting, the president was briefed about the company’s performance in 

salt mining, processing and marketing

DNA 
ISLAMABAd: President dr Arif Alvi on 
Wednesday said that Pakistan desired to 
build mutually beneficial partnerships 
with foreign firms by building joint ven-
tures and attracting foreign investment 
in multiple sectors. He in a meeting with 
a delegation of Miracle Saltworks Col-
lective Inc, a USA-based salt mining and 

processing company here, said Pakistan 
was fully focused on boosting its exports 
to improve its economic condition. In the 
meeting, the president was briefed about 
the company’s performance in salt min-
ing, processing and marketing. President 
Alvi said that Pakistan could make value 
addition to its slat products through bet-
ter processing, packaging and marketing.
Reaffirming the government’s commitment 
to facilitate the investors, he appreciated 

Miracle Saltworks Collective Inc for its 
investment in Pakistan as well as its joint 
venture agreement with Pakistan Mineral 
development Corporation. The delegation 
members apprised the president of the 
potential of Pakistan’s salt mines to earn 
foreign exchange, adding that Pakistan was 
the only country rich with quality and min-
eral salt that was also high in quality and 
low in price. The delegation viewed that 
Pakistan could take advantage of the huge 

salt market across the world by ensuring 
value addition through responsible mining, 
processing and marketing.
It was told that the company would invest 
in the salt mining sector of Pakistan and 
would utilise modern technology for min-
ing and processing to ensure minimum 
wastage during the processes. President 
Alvi also emphasised the promotion of 
environment-friendly and responsible min-
ing in the country.
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National 
Days and 

Armed 
Forces Days
FEBRUARy

Feb 04/Sri Lanka    

National Day
 

Feb 06/N. Zealand  

National Day

Feb 06/Uganda        

Army Day

Feb 11//Iran  

Revolution day

Feb 16/DPR Korea 

National Day

Feb 16/Lithuania   

National Day

Feb 18/Gambia        

National Day

Feb 19/Nepal  

Democracy Day

Feb 23/Uzbekistan

National Day

Feb 23/Brunei

National Day

Feb 23/Guyana        

National Day

Feb 23/Russia

National Army Day

 Feb 23/Tajikistan   

Armed Forces Day

Feb 25/Kuwait

National Day

COMSTECH, PEC ink MoU 
 
ISLAMABAd: oIC Ministerial Standing Committee on Scientific and Technological 
Cooperation (CoMSTECH) and Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) have signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding on Wednesday at CoMSTECH Secretariat. The MoU 
was signed by the Coordinator General CoMSTECH Prof. dr. M. Iqbal Choudhary and 
Secretary/Registrar of the Council, Engr. dr. nasir M. Khan. Chairman PEC, Engr. 
Muhammad najeeb Haroon, and the senior officials of the both organizations were 
also present in the signing ceremony. CoMSTECH and PEC agreed to collaborate 
in organizing workshops and training programs to enhance the knowledge and skills 
of professionals in science and technology with a focus on engineering, healthcare 
sectors and innovations. They have agreed to transform information to knowledge and 
apply scientific and statistical principles in medical and engineering practices. They 
agreed to promote and develop policies with special emphasis on applied technology 
through oIC allied platforms to develop and transfer technology for industrial, medical 
and agricultural products and services, create linkages of oIC bodies to local compet-
itiveness, promote the mutual trade of indigenously developed products, software and 
services, and encourage mobility & exchange of talent. Training of oIC engineers at 
various PEC institutions and starting CoMSTECH-PEC Africa program for promotion 
of engineering for socio-economic development is part of this MoU. 
Both parties agreed to promote training, adoption, development and deployment of 
digital products, software, and services across oIC states with focus on applied arti-
ficial intelligence. obtaining regional and global recognition, of outcome based engi-
neering education across oIC states, such as prestigious Washington Accord signatory 
status and facilitating engineering accrediting and registering/ licensing bodies/ engi-
neering councils of the member countries are the objective of this MoU.  
Conducting joint capacity building events, sharing expertise and resources, col-
laborating on R&d initiatives, supporting industrial R&d growth and mobility of 
qualified engineering resources, development of database of human resources, 
and facilitating in getting the membership of Federation of Engineering Institu-
tions of Islamic Countries are the areas of collaboration. – dnA

Pak Chromium 
ore export to 

China increases
“Pakistan has taken proactive 

measures to ensure the quality 
and consistency of its chromium 

ore exports. Stringent quality 
control standards

stAff RepoRt
ISLAMABAd: Chromium ore and concentrates have seen an 
increase in exports to China from Pakistan in recent years. 
In 2023, exports increased by 32%, reaching $117.68 million, 
compared to $89.28 million the previous year, China Econom-
ic net (CEn) reported on Wednesday quoting sources from 
the Commerce Ministry. Ikram Ul Haq Sulehri, an economic 
expert, told CEn that the Pakistani government is keen to 
boost chromium ore exports to China. He also mentioned 
that Pakistan's exports of chromium ore to China have been-
increased recently due to good quality and competitive prices. 
There has been a huge demand in China in recent years. "Pa-
kistan has taken proactive measures to ensure the quality and 
consistency of its chromium ore exports. Stringent quality 
control standards, adherence to international regulations, and 
certification processes have enhanced the market reputation 
of Pakistani Chromium ore, making it a preferred choice for 
Chinese manufacturers," he stated. Sources also mentioned 
that China's total chromium ore import in 2023 was $5.033 
billion, while Pakistan's share in the total import was over 
$117.68 million.  This is due to increased investment by Chi-
nese companies in collaboration with local Pakistani compa-
nies and the rising demand for chromium ore products in Chi-
na post-CoVId-19. This trend is expected to persist as both 
countries stand to gain from enhanced economic cooperation. 
“Pakistan has been actively seeking foreign investments, par-
ticularly from huge Chinese companies, to add value and pro-
duce more valuable products for the global market. 
Having Chinese companies invest in Pakistan would not only pro-
vide a boost to the country's economy but also open doors for 
advanced technologies and expertise. This would enable Pakistan 
to enhance its manufacturing capabilities and produce high-qual-
ity, value-added products that can meet international standards”, 
Ikram added. Pakistan has the potential to further capitalize on 
its rich mineral resources and leverage its strategic geographic 
location to emerge as a key player in the global minerals market.  
By continuing to invest in infrastructure, technology, and human 
capital, Pakistan can sustain its export momentum and unlock 
new avenues for economic prosperity in the years to come.

The Royal 
College starts 
ophthalmology 

exams 
ISLAMABAd: The Royal College of oph-
thalmologists, London, as per its last year’s 
decision, has started its oral examinations for 
ophthalmology and refraction certificates in Pa-
kistan. Last year, the college announced its part-
nership with Al-Shifa Eye Trust Rawalpindi, and 
now a team of the Royal College of ophthalmol-
ogists has come to Pakistan to conduct tests. Ex-
aminers include dr. daniel nolan, dr. Bernard 
Chang, dr. Mohamed Elalfy, dr. Simon Keight-
ley, and dr. Gwyn Williams, who will conduct 
the exams. Examinees include one applicant 
from Singapore and seventeen from Pakistan. 
The president of Al-Shifa Eye Trust, Maj. Gen. 
(Retd) Rehmat Khan, stated in a statement 
that it is an important milestone that has given 

Pakistani ophthalmologists the chance to earn 
internationally recognised credentials, advance 
their expertise, and improve eye care services 
throughout the nation. He claimed that a well-
known institute from the UK was holding inter-
nationally recognised eye expert tests for the 
first time in Pakistan, which is an honour for us.
He stated, "It is a great honour for the 
nation, and credit goes to the dedication 
of all those serving in the Al-Shifa Trust 
Eye Hospital for providing high-quality 
eye treatment to many patients with the 
help of state-of-the-art equipment." "A 
team from the Royal College of oph-
thalmologists visited Al-Shifa Trust Eye 
Hospital last year and found facilities 
appropriate for performing the exams, 
and they were satisfied with arrange-
ments during the ongoing visit," he 
added. He said that the team of foreign 
specialists is pleased with the variety 
of patients, treatment arrangements, 
the latest equipment, security and safe-
ty measures, and other measures that 
meet international standards. – DNA

NUST, WWF-
Pakistan join 

hands 
ISLAMABAd: national 
University of Science and 
Technology (nUST) and 
WWF-Pakistan have joined 
hands to collaborate on re-
search and innovation to 
promote sustainable devel-
opment, the use of technol-
ogy, and academic linkages 
in Pakistan through signing 
a Memorandum of Under-
standing (MoU) on Wednes-
day. According to the nUST, 
the MoU signing ceremony 
was held with presence of 
officials from nUST as well 
as WWF-Pakistan. Speaking 
on the occasion, Pro-Rector 
Research, Innovation and 
Commercialization (RIC), 
dr. Rizwan Riaz highlighted 
nUST's endeavors in sus-
tainable technology, indus-
try-academia linkages, and 
the university's global reach. 
director General, WWF-Pa-
kistan, Hammad naqi Khan 
spoke about WWF's key ar-
eas of work and discussed 
many potential areas of 
collaboration.  dG WWF-Pa-
kistan, Hammad naqi’s visit 
to nSTP advanced the in-
stitutional commitment to 
collaborate, emphasizing 
their combined strength in 
fostering sustainable solu-
tions through research, ad-
vocacy, and entrepreneurial 
ventures.  Both the officials 
expressed the hope that 
this MoU marks a signifi-
cant step towards a greener 
future through the collabo-
ration of these institutions. 
The WWF-Pakistan (World-
wide Fund for nature 
Pakistan) is a leading en-
vironmental conservation 
organization in Pakistan, es-
tablished in 1970. - APP 
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ISLAMABAd: The Federal 
directorate of Education 
(FdE) in cooperation with 
the national Highway and 
Motorway Police (nHMP) 
has organized a compre-
hensive road safety aware-
ness lecture here at the Is-
lamabad Model College for 
Girls PG Margalla College 
in F7/4.  The event was 
headed by Senior Patrol 
officer Younus, Senior Pa-
trol officer nabeela, and 
Patrol officer Asifa. The 
collaborative effort aimed 
to enlighten students on 
crucial road safety meas-
ures by utilizing informa-
tive videos and slides.
The Principal IMCG PG 
Margalla College, Ayesha 
Kiayani talking to APP on 
Wednesday said that this 

awareness session, con-
ducted by the esteemed 
officers, proved to be 
highly informative and en-
gaging. The team provid-
ed students with valuable 
insights into road safety, 
equipped with visual aids 
and relevant presenta-
tions, enlightening the au-
dience about the dos and 
don’ts of road safety, she 
added.  
The interactive nature of 
the lecture allowed the 
students to grasp essen-
tial information efficiently. 
The officers highlighted 
the significance of adher-
ing to traffic laws, using 
pedestrian crossings, and 
the hazards of reckless 
driving, ultimately empha-
sizing the importance of 

responsible behavior on 
the road.
 The initiative also includ-
ed a lively question and 
answer session, providing 
students with an opportu-
nity to seek clarifications 
on road safety issues. 
This dynamic approach 
fostered an environment 
for active participation 
and allowed students to 
engage directly with the 
knowledgeable officers. 
Upon the culmination of 
the session, the students 
were conferred with to-
kens of appreciation as 
the police officers dis-
tributed gifts, serving as 
a tangible reinforcement 
of the lessons imparted 
during the lecture. The 
event transpired within a 

productive and impactful 
atmosphere, as the author-
ities successfully captivated 
the attention of the attend-
ees and effectively dissem-
inated critical road safety 
information. This endeavor 
by the nH&MP in collabo-
ration with the Federal di-
rectorate of Education un-
derscores the commitment 
to instill a culture of road 
safety awareness and re-
sponsible driving practices 
among the youth. The lec-
ture stood as a testament to 
the unified effort to ensure 
the safety and well-being of 
motorists and pedestrians 
alike, contributing to the 
broader goal of minimizing 
road accidents and promot-
ing safer commutes within 
the community.—APP

dE, nH&MP organize road 
safety awareness lecture

Briefs
Int’l Mother 
Language 
Day being 
observed 

today
ISLAMABAd: Interna-
tional Mother Language 
day is being observed on 
Wednesday to promote cul-
tural and linguistic diversi-
ty.  The theme this year is 
“ “Multilingual education 
is a pillar of intergenera-
tional learning”.  Interna-
tional Mother Language 
day was proclaimed by the 
General Conference of the 
United nations Education-
al, Scientific and Cultural 
organization (UnESCo) in 
november 1999. The idea 
to celebrate International 
Mother Language day was 
the initiative of Bangladesh. 
The Un General Assembly 
welcomed the proclamation 
of the day in its resolution 
of 2002.—APP

Urdu poet 
Mushfiq 
Khwaja 

remembered 
ISLAMABAd: The 19th 
death anniversary of Urdu 
poet, literary columnist, 
critic and distinguished re-
searcher Mushfiq Khwaja 
was observed on Wednes-
day. Mushfiq Khwaja’s orig-
inal name was Khwaja Ab-
dul Hai and he was born in 
Lahore. After securing M.A 
degree in Urdu from Kara-
chi University, he got asso-
ciated with ‘Anjuman Taraqi 
Urdu’. Affiliation with ‘An-
juman Taraqi Urdu’ ignited 
Mushfiq Khwaja’s personal-
ity and he carried out many 
important research achieve-
ments from this platform. 
In the 1980s, Mushfiq Kh-
waja started writing a liter-
ary column under the pen 
name of ‘Khama Bagosh’, 
which created a sensation 
in the entire subcontinent. 
All his life, Mushfiq Khwaja 
remained engaged in pure-
ly academic and research 
writing and compilation. 
Among his famous works 
and compilations are ‘Taz-
kira-i-Khush Marka-i-Zaiba’, 
‘Ghalib and Safeer Bilgra-
mi’, ‘Jaiza-e-Makhtootaat-e-
Urdu’, ‘Khama Bagosh Ke 
Qalam Se’, ‘Sukhan dar 
Sukhan’, ‘Sukhan Haay na 
Guftani’, ‘Sukhan Haay 
Gustarana’, ‘Aabiyaat’(po-
etry collection)’ and Kulli-
yat-E-Yagana’. Mushfiq Kh-
waja also wrote about fifty 
features on various topics 
for Radio Pakistan. He was 
conferred with the Presi-
dential Medal in 1988 in 
recognition of his academic 
and literary services.—APP

Imports of 
palm,  

soyabean oil 
decreased 

by 49.95% & 
34.14 %

ISLAMABAd: Edible oil in-
cluding soyabean and palm 
imports into the country 
during the first 07 months 
of the current financial year 
decreased by 49.85 per cent 
and 34.14 per cent respec-
tively as compared to the 
imports of the corresponding 
period of last year. during 
the period from July-January, 
2023-24 about 91,950 metric 
tons of soyabean oil valued 
at $99.990 million were im-
ported as compared to the 
imports of 136,870 metric 
tons costing $199.386 mil-
lion of the same period of last 
year, according to the data of 
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics. 
during the period under re-
view, over 1.735 million tons 
of palm oil worth $1.611 bil-
lion were imported as com-
pared the imports of 1.927 
metric tons valued at $2.446 
billion of the same period of 
the last year, it added.  Mean-
while, the sugar imports into 
the country also decreased 
by 42.75 per cent as about 
2,260 metric tons of sugar 
valued at $2.10 million were 
imported as compared to the 
imports of 4,332 metric tons 
worth $3.67 million in the 
same period of last year.
during the period under 
review, food group exports 
from the country grew by 
57.66 per cent as different 
food commodities valued at 
$4.267 billion were exported 
as compared to the exports 
of $2.706 million in the 
same period of last year. on 
the other hand food group 
imports into the country 
during the first 07 months 
of the current financial year 
decreased by 21.09 per cent 
as food imports came down 
from $5.983 billion in the first 
08 months of the last financial 
year to $4.721 billion during 
the same period.—DNA

Health 
experts urge 
to increase 

tobacco 
taxes

DNA
ISLAMABAd: Health ac-
tivists have highlighted the 
critical need for raising to-
bacco taxes, specifically fo-
cusing on cigarettes. 
In a press release by the So-
ciety for the Protection of 
the Rights of Child (SPARC), 
the activists underscored 
that such measures are in-
dispensable for generating 
significant revenue streams 
crucial for funding essential 
public services, including 
healthcare, and bolstering 
the economy. The Country 
Head of the Campaign for 
Tobacco-Free Kids (CTFK), 
Malik Imran Ahmed em-
phasized the pivotal role of 
heightened cigarette taxes 
in deterring smoking, par-
ticularly among the youth 
and individuals with lower 
incomes. By instituting an-
nual increments in cigarette 
taxes, policymakers can 
effectively curtail tobacco 
consumption by rendering 
cigarettes less affordable 
over time, he added. This 
strategic approach holds 
the promise of substantially 
ameliorating public health 
outcomes by mitigating 
smoking-related diseases 
and reducing healthcare ex-
penditures, he maintained. 
Malik Imran also shed light 
on the staggering economic 
toll of smoking in Pakistan, 
which amounts to Rs 615.07 
billion (US$3.85 billion), 
equivalent to 1.6% of the 
country’s GdP. notably, the 
economic costs of smoking 
far surpass the revenues 
generated by the tobacco 
industry, exacerbating this 
gap annually. He further 
referenced data from an in-
ternational survey revealing 
that the aggregate annual 
economic costs attributable 
to smoking-related diseas-
es and deaths, along with 
those associated with the 
three primary non-commu-
nicable diseases, collec-
tively amount to 1.6% and 
1.15% of Pakistan’s GdP, 
respectively.  This alarming 
trend underscores the ur-
gent imperative for escalat-
ing cigarette taxes annually 
to alleviate the strain on Pa-
kistan’s GdP, necessitating 
prompt governmental action, 
he maintained. dr. Khalil 
Ahmad, Program Manager 
at SPARC, elaborated on the 
multifaceted implications of 
escalating cigarette taxes.

Can PTA remove ‘immoral
content’ from websites?

Pakistan one of top seven countries where maximum numbers of videos were deleted  
on YouTube during last one year

moNitoRiNg Desk

ISLAMABAd: Is it possible for the govern-
ment of Pakistan to remove explicit and ob-
jectionable content from social networking 
websites as the Sindh High Court (SHC) 
has ordered immediate action against im-
moral content on social media and directed 
to submit a comprehensive report in this 
regard? digital experts and transparency 
reports of these social networking websites 
suggest it is not possible for the govern-
ment to take down the content itself. The 
government has to file a request to obtain 
or access to data or content takedown 
which violates the local laws or community 
guidelines. The counsel, representing Paki-
stan Telecommunication Authority (PTA), 
also informed the SHC bench that the reg-
ulatory body doesn’t have the authority to 
remove the content on Facebook, YouTube, 
Twitter, etc. It has to write to the authori-
ties concerned in these social networking 
website companies. For any immoral con-
tent or any user/ account which violates 
the local laws of the host country, the so-

cial networking websites have their own 
set of rules or community guidelines. In 
case if these guidelines or local laws are 
violated, the social networking websites 
take down the content or block/ remove 
the user/ account from its platform. The 
YouTube Community Guidelines Enforce-
ment report reveals that Pakistan is one 
of the top seven countries in the world 
where maximum numbers of videos were 
deleted during the last one year. From 
July 2022 to September 2023, YouTube 
removed more than 1.1 million videos on 
the request of the Pakistani government 
or in violation of community guidelines 
and local laws. Similarly, Meta (Face-
book) also has its own guidelines. Accord-
ing to the Transparency Report of Meta, 
from January to June 2023, Pakistan 
filed 1,407 data requests to Facebook. 
of these requests, Facebook produced 
data against 77.83 of the total requests. 
Through these requests, the govern-
ment asked for the data of 1,639 users/ 
accounts, the report shows. Interesting-
ly, the Meta data shows crackdown on 
social media users/ accounts increased 

immensely during the PTI regime. From 
July 2018 to July 2020, the government 
filed the maximum number of data re-
quests to obtain the data from Facebook. 
Bytes for All Senior Program Manager Ha-
roon Baloch, while talking to The news, 
said it is not possible for the Pakistani 
government to remove targeted content 
from these social networking websites. 
The government has to approach these 
companies for the content takedown and 
has to inform them that they are in viola-
tion of the local laws. If it is established 
that any content is violating the local laws 
then it is removed, he said. “TikTok is the 
only social networking platform that has 
removed a large amount of content on 
the request of the Pakistani government. 
The other companies like Twitter/ X or 
Meta also entertain the requests but they 
have their own community guidelines as 
well. Sometimes these companies do not 
comply with the government requests if 
they find they are not violating the plat-
form’s own community rules/guidelines,” 
commented Haroon Baloch. There is no 
permanent solution to remove the con-

tent from social networking websites. If 
targeted users or profiles are intended to 
be blocked, the government doesn’t have 
the capacity. This is the reason the gov-
ernment’s regulatory bodies sometimes 
block the entire website or throttle the 
traffic of these networking websites, he 
said.
Media Matters for democracy Executive 
director Asad Baig said that any harmful 
content which contains hate speech or 
immoral content can be removed from 
social networking websites by invoking 
community standards. However, it takes 
time to remove such content once you in-
voke the community standards. despite 
this, not all the harmful content can be 
removed from these platforms, he said. 
on the issue of whether the government 
is capable of removing any content from 
the social networking websites, Asad said 
the PTA or any other government depart-
ment doesn’t have any direct access to 
the data of social networking websites to 
get it removed. It has to request the plat-
forms for removing the content or blocking 
the users, he added.

ISLAMABAD:  A delegation of Miracle Salt Collective Inc called on Caretaker Prime Minister Anwaar-ul-Haq Kakar.—DNA

Businessmen call on 
dG Transit Trade

fAisAl sheikh

ISLAMABAd: Business-
men dealing in Pak-Af-
ghan trade have suggested 
amendments to the Af-
ghanistan-Pakistan Transit 
Trade Agreement (APTTA) 
2010 through consultation 
with the stakeholders. The 
suggestions were made 
during the visit of a delega-
tion of businessmen to the 
office of director General 
Transit Trade, Wajid Ali 
here at Custom House. The 
delegation was led by Co-
ordinator Pak-Afghan Joint 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (PAJCCI), Zia-ul-
Haq Sarhadi and comprised 
of directors PAJCCI, Imtiaz 
Ahmad Ali, Khalid Shezad, 
former SVP Sarhad Cham-
ber, Engr Manzoor Elahi, 
Central Vice Chairman All 
Pakistan Custom Agents 
Association, Farooq Ahmad 
and Vice President Khyber 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry, Muhammad Ha-
roon.  dG Transit Trade was 
accompanied by director 
Transit Trade, Arbab Qais-
er Hameed, Additional di-

rector Transit, dr. Wajid Ali 
and deputy director Tran-
sit, Ms. Maliaka Ahmad. 
Speaking on the occasion, 
Zia Sarhadi said APTTA 
2010 has several lacuna as 
a result of which 70 percent 
of transit trade has been 
shifted from Karachi port 
to Bandar Abbas in Iran.  
He also demanded the re-
vival of Goods in Transit to 
Afghanistan (GITA) service 
through lost cargo via train 
between Peshawar to Ka-
rachi and from Karachi to 
Chaman.  For this purpose, 
he continued, the SRo 121 
be repealed for allowing 
GITA services through con-
tainers and loss cargo as 
well.   The documentation 
(dG) of all this cargo under 
GITA should be held under 
WeBoC at Azhakhel dry 
port so that custom clear-
ing and forwarding agents 
in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
should also benefit from 
this trade.  Zia Sarhadi said 
in october 2023, the Minis-
try of Commerce through 
issuing SRo 1380 imposed 
a ban on 14 items of Afghan 
Transit Trade which in a 
larger context constitute 

around 212 items, besides 
enforcement of a 100 per-
cent bank guarantee. The 
cargo goods were already 
covered under insurance 
guarantee and all the goods 
were going safely to Afghan-
istan for the last 13 years. 
He demanded the revoking 
of a 100 percent bank guar-
antee and the revival of the 
old insurance guarantee 
system. He said instead of 
the imposition of a ban on 
transit trade items, concen-
tration should be given to 
improving monitoring and 
vigilance on the border to 
curb smuggling.  Coordina-
tor PAJCCI said hundreds 
of trucks are illegally bring-
ing different items including 
petroleum production, and 
food items from Iran daily 
which needed to be stopped. 
The measures taken for im-
position of restriction on 
Pak-Afghan transit trade 
are hurting commerce in 
the region, he opined.  Zia 
Sarhadi also shared data on 
Pak-Afghan trade and men-
tioned a decline in volume 
during the last several 
years, a reduction to 1400 
million dollars. —dnA

Politicians 
welcome 

consensus 
between 

PMLN, PPP 
ISLAMABAd: The politi-
cians, civil society and peo-
ple of all walks of life here 
Wednesday welcomed the 
consensus reached between 
Pakistan Muslim League 
(n) and Pakistan People’s 
Party over formation of 
the new Government and 
termed it a positive devel-
opment for Pakistan. Mem-
ber Provincial Assembly 
elect from Shangla, Rushad 
Khan told APP on Wednes-
day that consensus between 
the two main political par-
ties was a good omen for 
democracy in Pakistan. Pro-
fessor dr AZ Hilali, former 
Chairman of, Political Sci-
ence department, Univer-
sity of Peshawar has also 
welcomed the development 
and said that political toler-
ance was a basic principle 
to successfully run the co-
alition government. He said 
the country needs political 
reconciliation and stability 
after the election 2024 to 
address the problems of 
shabby economy.—APP

AnF recovers 253 kg 
drugs in six operations

RAWALPIndI: Anti-narcotics Force (AnF) while conducting six operations across the 
country managed to recover 253 kg drugs and arrested seven accused, said an AnF 
Headquarters spokesman here on Wednesday. He said, 68 kg opium and 72 kg hashish 
were recovered from two suspects near Ring Road Peshawar. 80 kg Ice was recovered 
from nokundi Road Chagai and 9 kg hashish was recovered from two suspects arrested 
near Hayatabad Toll Plaza Peshawar. He said that a raid was conducted in Labour Colony 
Peshawar and 9 kg hashish was recovered from two accused while 8 kg hashish was seized 
from G.T Raod Peshawar and an accused was netted during the operation.—APP
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US veto of Un 
resolution unjustifiable

Politicians must call 
for ceasefire in 
Israel-Gaza warA T an emergency session of the United nations Security Council 

, the United States once again vetoed a resolution calling for 
a cease-fire in Gaza. Put forward on behalf of the Arab States 

by Algeria, the resolution demanded “an immediate humanitarian cease-
fire that must be respected by all parties”. The resolution, which gained 
the support of 13 out of the 15 members of the UnSC, with the United 
Kingdom abstaining, represents the voice of the majority of countries 
and the will of the international community, which wants an end to the 
indiscriminate killing by Israel in Gaza. As Amar Bendjama, Algeria’s am-
bassador to the Un, said, the UnSC “cannot afford passivity” in the face 
of what is unfolding in Gaza, and silence is “not a viable option”. More 
than 29,000 people have been killed in the “self-defense” operation Is-
rael has launched, and more than 80 percent of the population of Gaza 
has been displaced over the past four months, according to Palestinian 
authorities. Washington traditionally shields Israel from Un action, 
and it has previously vetoed two other UnSC resolutions since the 
conflict began on oct 7, when it was triggered by Hamas’ attack on 
Israel. Linda Thomas-Greenfield, US ambassador to the Un, said her 
country was vetoing the resolution over concerns it would jeopardize 
talks between the US, Egypt, Israel and Qatar that seek to broker a 
“pause” in the war and the release of hostages held by Hamas.
But this excuse does not hold water. The talks she referred to are one 
thing, and the Un draft resolution is another. Since the four-party talks 
are supposed to be seeking to realize a cease-fire, why can’t the US 
support the Un resolution? How does passing the resolution jeopard-
ize the talks? If the Un resolution exerted any influence, it would only 
help to promote the success of the talks. The US ambassador to the 
Un rejected claims that the veto was the US’ latest effort to cover for 
an imminent Israeli ground invasion into the southernmost Gazan city 
of Rafah, where some 1.4 million displaced Palestinians are sheltering. 
But other countries cannot help but think otherwise, as there is no 
other justifiable explanation for the US’ vote against the resolution. 
The US said on Monday that it had proposed a rival draft resolution 
calling for a temporary cease-fire and opposing a major ground offen-
sive by Israel in Rafah. It is to be hoped that the US resolution can be 
put forward before Israel begins its ground offensive. If the offensive is 
launched, it is inevitable that many more innocent Palestinian civilians 
will be killed and there will be a new humanitarian disaster in the city.

A S western leaders wake up to the need for a ceasefire in Gaza, nearly 30,000 
Palestinians have been killed in Israel’s military campaign. More than two-
thirds of the dead in the coastal enclave are thought to be women and chil-

dren. Thousands more are believed to be buried under the rubble. The reputation 
of the west as a champion of universal values and upholding a rules-based order is 
unlikely to recover anytime soon from the bloody events in Gaza. International pol-
itics is not a morality play. Probably several Arab countries were not averse to the 
idea that Israel could deliver a coup de grâce to Hamas. But the state of the fighting 
in Gaza suggested that this was a remote possibility. In January, it was estimated 
that Israel has killed or captured only around one-third of Hamas’s fighting force. To 
finish the job would only be achievable at an indefensibly high cost to Palestinian – 
and hostage – lives. What is needed is an end to the war in Gaza, the release of the 
remaining hostages and a lasting Israeli-Palestinian peace based on two states. But 
none of this seems possible with the current Israeli government. Its prime minister, 
Benjamin netanyahu, last week withdrew his delegation from talks in Cairo about a 
potential deal for a truce and prisoner release, infuriating the families of hostages 
at home and troubling Israel’s allies abroad. Mr netanyahu had caved to threats by 
extremists in his cabinet to topple him if he reached a “reckless” deal with Hamas. 
This is the consequence of the ultranationalist tail wagging the rightwing dog. once 
seen as marginal politicians, ministers Bezalel Smotrich and Itamar Ben-Gvir – reli-
gious fanatics who both live in illegal settlements in the occupied West Bank – speak 
their minds with impunity. Whether it is their plans to resettle Gaza, their rebuke of 
the US for sanctioning violent settlers, or their claim that donald Trump would be 
better for Israel than Joe Biden, the pair fear no repercussions, knowing that they 
remain popular with their voting base while Mr netanyahu does not.
US presidential diplomacy was once to “speak softly and carry a big stick.” By 
contrast, in Gaza, Mr Biden speaks loudly and carries a little stick. The US 
wants a temporary ceasefire linked to the release of all hostages and increas-
ing the flow of aid. If the use of the word “temporary” is an attempt to assuage 
Mr Smotrich and Mr Ben-Gvir, then it is likely to fail. Israel’s government 
this weekend rejected “international dictates”. At the Un, the US vetoed an 
Israel-Hamas immediate ceasefire resolution, which had been backed by Arab 
nations, offering a “side by side” alternative to disarm opposition. This tactic 
is also being used by Sir Keir Starmer ahead of Wednesday’s parliamentary 
vote, with a ceasefire in which Israel stops fighting if Hamas discontinues its 
violence. domestic politics is as important as the foreign arena to both lead-
ers. Mr Biden faces a presidential primary in Michigan, which is home to a 
large Arab-American community, next week. Later this month, Sir Keir faces 
a byelection in Rochdale where a third of voters are Muslim.
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The dilemmas of US foreign policy

How to end the scourge of missing persons?

Dr. Muhammad Akram Zaheer

Qamar Bashir 

W AR has always been a complex and challenging 
issue for the United States, prompting a deep 
and enduring dilemma that echoes through the 

nation’s history. From the Revolutionary War that birthed 
the nation to the modern conflicts of the 21st century, the 
American approach to war reflects a multifaceted strug-
gle between ideals and realities, patriotism and pacifism, 
interventionism and isolationism.
The roots of the American dilemma of war can be traced 
back to the very founding principles of the nation. The 
Founding Fathers, while proclaiming the inalienable 
rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, also 
recognized the need for self-defense. The Revolutionary 
War, fought for independence, marked the inception of 
the American military tradition. However, the founders 
were wary of creating a standing army that could be mis-
used by a tyrannical government, leading to the inclusion 
of the Second Amendment in the Constitution. As the na-
tion expanded westward and faced external threats, such 
as the War of 1812 and conflicts with native American 
tribes, the question of when and how to engage in war 
became increasingly complex. The dichotomy between 
the desire for territorial expansion and the commitment 
to avoiding unnecessary entanglements abroad began to 
emerge. The mid-19th century saw the nation torn apart 
by the Civil War, a brutal conflict that pitted Americans 
against each other in a struggle over slavery and the fu-
ture of the Union. While the war ultimately ended slav-
ery and preserved the Union, it left a lasting scar on the 
American psyche. The immense human cost of the Civil 
War led to a desire for peace and an aversion to further 
internal conflicts. The late 19th and early 20th centuries 
witnessed the United States becoming a global power. 
The Spanish-American War of 1898 marked the country’s 
first foray into overseas imperialism, raising questions 
about the morality and necessity of interventionist for-
eign policies. As the nation grappled with its new role 
on the world stage, President Woodrow Wilson’s ideal-
istic vision for a world “safe for democracy” collided 
with the harsh realities of World War I.
The aftermath of World War I brought about the first 
significant debate over the United States’ role in global 
affairs. The Senate’s rejection of the Treaty of Versailles 
and the League of nations highlighted a tension between 

the desire to remain detached from European conflicts 
and the recognition of the United States’ responsibili-
ty in shaping world order. The interwar period saw a 
retreat into isolationism, fueled by a war-weary public 
and the economic challenges of the Great depression. 
The attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 thrust the United 
States into World War II, erasing any lingering isolation-
ist sentiment. The conflict galvanized the nation, with a 
united commitment to defeating fascism and defending 
democratic ideals. The war’s end ushered in the era of 
the Cold War, as the United States found itself in a new 
global struggle against communism. The Korean War in 
the early 1950s marked the first armed conflict of the 
Cold War, testing the limits of American intervention-
ism. The war ended in an uneasy stalemate, leaving the 
Korean Peninsula divided along the 38th parallel. This 
inconclusive outcome underscored the challenges and 
complexities of military intervention, prompting reflec-
tion on the goals and costs of war.
The Vietnam War in the 1960s and 1970s further deepened 
the American dilemma of war. The conflict was character-
ized by ambiguous objectives, controversial tactics, and a 
growing anti-war movement at home. The Vietnam War 
left scars on the national psyche, fostering skepticism to-
wards military interventions and government claims. The 
end of the Cold War brought a brief period of optimism 
and the hope for a “peace dividend.” However, the Gulf 
War in 1990-1991 demonstrated the ongoing challenges of 
navigating the American dilemma of war. The conflict in 
the Middle East revealed the tension between the desire 
to protect national interests and the reluctance to become 
embroiled in prolonged military engagements.
The 21st century witnessed a new chapter in the Amer-
ican dilemma of war with the wars in Afghanistan and 
Iraq. The September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks prompted 
a swift and forceful response, leading to long-term mili-
tary engagements in the Middle East. The wars sparked 
debates over the justifiability of preemptive strikes, na-
tion-building efforts, and the balance between security 
and civil liberties. The American dilemma of war persists 
today, as the nation grapples with evolving global threats, 
emerging technologies, and the moral and ethical implica-
tions of military interventions. The rise of non-traditional 
challenges, such as cyber warfare and terrorism, adds 

complexity to the decision-making process.
Some people argue that the United States shouldn’t have 
joined the war in Ukraine. They say it’s either not in the 
country’s best interest or it costs too much. others worry 
that getting involved in the Middle East might lead to a dan-
gerous situation, not the U.S.’s business, and be expensive 
in terms of lives and money. These are serious concerns, 
but they overlook some important aspects of war. Firstly, 
war isn’t always a choice. Secondly, avoiding war can some-
times be more expensive than getting into a conflict. The 
United States, being a powerful country, has faced these 
considerations in various conflicts since World War I. Some 
argue against involvement, saying there’s no interest, the 
cost is too high, or the war is unwinnable. But the U.S. is a 
major global power, and other nations know that having the 
U.S. on their side increases their chances of success. The 
real question isn’t whether the world seems dangerous to 
the U.S., but what to do about it. There are always choices: 
some can save a country, some can trap it, some suggest 
caution, and others demand action. The U.S. is always at 
the crossroads, debating what decision to make.
Reflecting on the choices made during World War II is help-
ful. There was a debate on whether to enter the conflict at 
all. Some argued it wasn’t America’s war, especially dur-
ing the Great depression. However, when Japan attacked 
Pearl Harbor, the U.S. was forced into the war. Staying out 
turned out to be the wrong decision, as it led to a lack of 
military preparedness. The Vietnam War was another ex-
ample. The decision to enter was made casually, assuming 
U.S. presence alone would intimidate north Vietnam. This 
arrogant approach led to a massive defeat and casualties 
for the United States. After Vietnam, the U.S. adopted a 
stance of peace but readiness to fight, including possible 
nuclear war during the Cold War. This tension prevented 
an actual war during that period. In facing the Ukraine 
conflict, the U.S. is divided, but it chose to arm native 
forces rather than deploy U.S. troops, learning from the 
lessons of Vietnam and the Cold War. This is not to suggest 
a specific approach to war but to consider the potential 
consequences of decisions. However, being as prepared as 
possible without committing to the fight provides options. 
The details and reasons for going to war or not should be 
carefully considered at all times, as not making a decision 
is also a decision, and an enemy might be approaching.

THE Islamabad High Court’s response to the disap-
pearance of 12 Baloch students from Islamabad 
reveals a profound frustration with the violation of 

their fundamental human rights, as guaranteed by the con-
stitution and the law. The court expressed dismay over the 
failure to recover the missing individuals even after two 
years, attributing responsibility to state institutions. In a 
stern warning, the judge highlighted the paradox of citi-
zens needing protection from their own security agencies, 
which are mandated to ensure their safety. The court’s 
summons of high-ranking officials, including the caretaker 
prime minister, reflects a commitment to accountability, 
with the judge cautioning that future disappearances could 
lead to legal action against top government officials. The 
judge’s assertion that if those in power are unable to con-
trol the institutions under their purview, they should re-
sign underscores the gravity of the situation and the need 
for effective governance and oversight. The statements 
made by the High Court judge during the hearing reveal 
a deep-seated frustration with the issue of enforced disap-
pearances. The judge’s remarks underscore the failure of 
state institutions, including security agencies, to safeguard 
citizens as mandated by the constitution and the law. The 
formation of the committee comprising heads of top spy 
agencies and summoning the caretaker prime minister, the 
court aims to ensure a thorough investigation and provide 
answers regarding the missing persons, regardless of polit-
ical considerations. The judge’s warning to state officials 
about potential consequences if such issues persist reflects 
the urgency and seriousness with which the court views 
the matter, emphasizing accountability and the judiciary’s 
role in upholding human rights and the rule of law.
Ironically, the interim prime minister’s inability to enforce 
authority on the powerful spy agency likely stems from a 
combination of factors, including institutional resistance, 
complex power dynamics, and political constraints. The 
spy agency operates with a degree of autonomy and influ-
ence that may make it challenging for the prime minister 
to compel them to release the missing persons. Addition-
ally, the sensitive nature of intelligence operations and na-
tional security concerns may further limit the prime min-
ister’s ability to intervene directly.  The issue of missing 
persons has drawn condemnation  from various quarters, 
both domestically and internationally which are tarnishing 
the soft image of the country.. International bodies such 
as the United nations, Human Rights Watch, and Amnesty 
International have extensively documented and criticized 
the human rights abuses Balochistan, including enforced 
disappearances and extrajudicial killings. Additionally, the 
European Parliament has passed resolutions urging the 
Pakistani government to address these issues. Within Pa-
kistan, organizations like the Human Rights Commission 
of Pakistan (HRCP) and Baloch political leaders have been 
vocal in condemning the actions of security forces in Ba-
lochistan and advocating for justice for the victims.
despite these condemnations, the situation in Ba-
lochistan remains dire, with ongoing human rights 

abuses continuing to affect the lives of the Baloch 
people. Pakistani civil society organizations have also 
joined the chorus of voices calling for an end to these 
violations and for accountability for those responsible. 
International leaders and activists have echoed these 
sentiments, urging the Pakistani government to respect 
human rights and address the grievances of the Baloch 
people and restore their fundamental human rights such 
as the right to liberty, fair trial, and protection from en-
forced disappearance, as guaranteed by the Un Charter 
and the Constitution of Pakistan.. 
Enforced disappearances, a global phenomenon, extend far 
beyond the borders of Pakistan. numerous countries grap-
ple with this issue, where individuals vanish without expla-
nation, often with impunity. Mexico contends with tens of 
thousands of missing persons, primarily linked to organ-
ized crime and drug cartels, while Syria’s civil war has led 
to widespread disappearances attributed to government 
forces and armed factions. Colombia’s history of enforced 
disappearances, though improving, remains a concern, 
particularly regarding paramilitary groups and drug traf-
ficking. Similarly, Sri Lanka’s civil war aftermath includes 
ongoing cases, often involving state security forces. 
Unlike the examples quoted above, established democ-
racies distinguish themselves by their robust systems, 
where occurrences of missing persons are exceptionally 
rare. This is attributed to optimized institutions with high 
levels of accountability, including law enforcement and 
intelligence agencies. Transparency is a cornerstone, en-
suring adherence to constitutional and legal frameworks, 
thus resolving political intricacies. non-state actors are 
brought within legal bounds, eradicating covert opera-
tions. Parliament, judiciary, and government operate in-
dependently, devoid of coercion or intimidation, and are 
subject to rigorous accountability measures for any lapses 
in fulfilling their mandates. This unwavering commitment 
ensures the effective functioning of democratic process-
es, fostering public trust and stability.   The unrest and 
insurgencies, like in  Balochistan primarily stem from a 
combination of historical grievances, political marginali-
zation, economic disparities, and cultural identity issues. 
Historically, Balochistan has faced marginalization and 
exploitation of its natural resources by the central gov-
ernment, leading to feelings of neglect and resentment 
among the Baloch population. 
Additionally, the lack of political representation and au-
tonomy, coupled with human rights abuses and military 
operations in the region, have fueled grievances and 
resistance. Resultantly, during ensuing struggles indi-
viduals vanish into a void of uncertainty and fear. The 
lack of accountability for those responsible perpetuates 
a cycle of anguish and injustice, echoing the urgent need 
for international cooperation and concerted efforts to 
address this pressing human rights concern.  However, 
everything’s not lost, there are examples of countries, 
which were facing the abhorrent phenomenon but they 
resolved this curse. one such country is Argentina. 

Following the return to democracy in 1983, the govern-
ment of Argentina established the national Commis-
sion on the disappearance of Persons (ConAdEP) to 
investigate human rights abuses. The resulting nunca 
Más report documented the atrocities committed by the 
military regime, laying the foundation for accountability. 
In parallel, the Argentine parliament repealed amnesty 
laws that shielded military officials from prosecution 
for human rights abuses. This legislative action enabled 
the judiciary to prosecute and convict numerous per-
petrators through landmark trials like the Trial of the 
Juntas in 1985. These legal proceedings underscored 
the importance of judicial independence and accounta-
bility in addressing state-sponsored violence. Civil soci-
ety organizations, notably the Mothers of the Plaza de 
Mayo, played a pivotal role in advocating for justice for 
the victims of disappearances. Their tireless activism, 
alongside broader societal pressure and international 
scrutiny, contributed to the dismantling of impunity and 
the pursuit of truth, justice, and accountability. Togeth-
er, these short-term, medium-term, and long-term meas-
ures exemplify a multifaceted approach that can serve as 
a model for addressing the issue of missing persons and 
promoting human rights worldwide.
In light of Argentina’s example, there are several actions 
that parliament, judiciary, government, and civil society 
in Balochistan could take to resolve the issue of missing 
persons once and for all. Firstly, parliament could enact 
legislation to establish a commission or task force dedi-
cated to investigating cases of enforced disappearances in 
Balochistan. This body should be granted sufficient powers 
and resources to conduct thorough and impartial investiga-
tions into each case. Secondly, the judiciary should prior-
itize cases of missing persons and ensure that perpetrators 
are held accountable for their actions. This may involve 
repealing any laws or policies that hinder prosecution or 
provide immunity to state actors involved in enforced dis-
appearances. Additionally, the government should actively 
cooperate with investigative bodies and provide support 
to families of missing persons. This includes facilitating 
access to information, legal assistance, and psychological 
support for affected families. Lastly, civil society organiza-
tions play a crucial role in advocating for justice and raising 
awareness about the issue of missing persons. They should 
continue their efforts to pressure the government and hold 
authorities accountable for their actions. Moreover, inter-
national scrutiny and support can also be instrumental in 
addressing human rights abuses and promoting accounta-
bility in Balochistan. By implementing these measures and 
adopting a collaborative approach, parliament, judiciary, 
government, and civil society can work together to bring 
an end to the scourge of missing persons in Balochistan.
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resistance, complex power 
dynamics, and political 

constraints. The spy agency 
operates with a degree of 

autonomy and influence that 
may make it challenging for 

the prime minister to compel 
them to release the missing 

persons. Additionally, 
the sensitive nature of 

intelligence operations and 
national security concerns 
may further limit the prime 

minister’s ability to intervene 
directly. The issue of 

missing persons has drawn 
condemnation  from various..
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WELLInGTon: Tim david hit a four off 
the last ball to give Australia a nail-biting 
six-wicket victory over new Zealand in the 
first Twenty20 international in Welling-
ton on Wednesday. Having been set 216 
to win, Australia skipper Mitchell Marsh 
hammered 72 off 44 balls before batting 
partner david (31 not out) sealed a thrilling 
last-gasp victory. The three-match series 
is the last for both teams before the T20 
World Cup in the United States and West 
Indies in June. Rachin Ravindra had earli-
er put new Zealand in the driving seat by 
hitting 68 runs off 35 balls to claim his first 
half-century in the format as the hosts fin-
ished on 215-3. Marsh finished with best 
bowling figures of 1-21 before leading the 
charge with the bat, hitting seven sixes and 
two fours in his unbeaten knock.
The captain steadied his side after 
they lost openers Travis Head and da-
vid Warner early on. Head went for 24, 

caught by Tim Southee off the bowling 
of Adam Milne. Veteran Warner followed 

for 32 in the sixth over, caught by Glenn 
Phillips. Having criticised new Zealand 

fans in the build-up, Warner blew kiss-
es at the crowd as he was booed off the 
pitch. Marsh built a partnership of 42 for 
the third wicket with Glenn Maxwell, who 
was clean-bowled by Lockie Ferguson on 
25 to leave Australia 111-3 after 10 overs. 
new Zealand’s fielding let them down in 
the 12th over as Southee missed a catch 
off Josh Inglis, then Phillips dropped 
Marsh next ball on the boundary.
david Warner not expecting affectionate 
farewell from nZ fans Inglis was dismissed 
with three overs left with Australia on 172-4 
when he skied his shot to Ravindra at deep 
backward square leg. Inglis made 20.
The game went to the wire after new Zea-
land seamer Milne was smashed for 19 runs 
in the penultimate over. Australia needed 
15 from the last six balls, but david held his 
nerve by smashing a six before sending the 
final ball of the night to the boundary past 
a diving Phillips. The series moves to Auck-
land with the next two T20 internationals 
both to be played at Eden Park, on Friday 
and Sunday, before a two-Test series.

David, Marsh propel Aust to thrilling win over NZ
Marsh finished with best bowling figures of 1-21 before leading the charge 

with the bat, hitting seven sixes and two fours in his unbeaten knock

Briefs
SJC 

proceedings 
to continue...

From Page 01
allowing the instant ICA.
It was also prayed to hold 
that a judge against whom 
the proceedings were ini-
tiated under Article 209 of 
the Constitution ought to 
be proceeded against and 
his resignation would not 
result in abatement of such 
proceedings. It is pertinent 
to mention that the need for 
challenging the judgment 
in Afia Sheharbano was 
propped up after the resig-
nation tendered by Sayyed 
Mazahir Ali Akbar naqvi, 
judge of the Supreme Court, 
when the SJC is proceeding 
against the judge on miscon-
duct complaints filed by var-
ious lawyers as well as the 
Pakistan Bar Council.

SC disposes 
of elections 

annulment...
From Page 01

alleged rigging. Several po-
litical parties including Paki-
stan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), 
Pakistan Peoples Party 
(PPP), Jamaat-e-Islami and 
Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam-Fa-
zl (JUI-F) and others have 
expressed dissatisfaction 
over the transparency of the 
general elections. doubts 
over the polls were further 
exacerbated by the revela-
tions made by now-former 
Rawalpindi division com-
missioner Liaqat Chatha, 
who on Saturday, tendered 
his resignation out of “guilty 
conscience” for abetting 
large-scale electoral rigging 
in the garrison city further 
raising the political mercu-
ry in the country. during 
the hearing today, the CJP 
inquired about the identity 
of the petitioner. To this, 
the court was apprised that 
the applicant is a former 
military officer who was 
court-martialed in 2012.

Internet, 
social media 
disruption...

From Page 01
official explanation given by 
the PTA. Internet shutdowns 
directly contradict constitu-
tionally guaranteed rights 
like freedom of information 
(Article 19-A), freedom of 
speech (Article 19), and free-
dom of association (Article 
17). In its February 2018 
ruling, the Islamabad High 
Court declared internet shut-
downs against fundamental 
rights and constitution. dur-
ing today’s hearing, the SHC 
chief justice lamented that 
people were not even allowed 
to contest the general elec-
tions. “don’t conduct elec-
tions in the first place if you 
want to suspend the internet 
services,” he remarked. To 
this, the PTA apprised the 
court that the regulatory 
body is subordinate to the in-
structions issued by the Min-
istry of Interior and had sus-
pended the internet services, 
on poll day, in response to in-
telligence agencies’ reports.

IHC 
rejects DC...

From Page 01
failed to appear for a hearing 
in the contempt of court case 
against him. In the hearing 
conducted by IHC’s Jus-
tice Babar Sattar, the court 
asked Memon to submit his 
response to a show-cause 
notice issued regarding the 
matter by Monday, while he 
was also barred from travel-
ling abroad. Justice Sattar 
also turned down his request 
to transfer the contempt of 
court case to another bench. 
The court had also issued a 
show-cause notice to dC Is-
lamabad for non-attendance, 
despite the rejection of his 
request for exemption from 
attendance. Justice Sattar 
said he will issue a judgment 
on the case next week.

Palestinian 
MFA...

From Page 01
the occupation and its racist 
colonial interests.  The Min-
istry reaffirms that the full 
membership of the State 
of Palestine in the United 
nations and its recognition 
by states does not require 
permission from netanya-
hu, and demands that it be 
imposed on the Israeli gov-
ernment with the force of 
international law to protect 
the two-state solution and 
to ensure the success of any 
future negotiations.

Pollard stars as Karachi 
Kings ease past PZ

The Karachi Kings recorded their first win in this year’s edition
ouR CoRRespoNDeNts

LAHoRE: A combined bowling effort, 
followed by Kieron Pollard’s blistering 
half-century powered Karachi Kings to a 
thumping seven-wicket victory over Pesha-
war Zalmi in the Pakistan Super League 
(PSL) 9 at Gaddafi Stadium on Wednesday.
Karachi Kings successfully chased the 155-
run target with 19 balls to spare, with Pol-
lard and James Vince going unbeaten.
Peshawar Zalmi started the defence of 
the paltry total on a good note as Luke 
Wood removed captain Shan Masood with 
20 runs on the board. Mohammad Akhlaq 
played a quick cameo of 24 from 13 balls 
that featured three boundaries and two 
sixes before Wood struck again to send 
him back. With the scoreboard reading 
40-2, Shoaib Malik and James Vince con-
structed an anchoring 51-run stand from 
46 balls to put the Kings back on track.
Malik scored run-a-ball 29 before he came 
down the track to attempt an ambitious loft 
to Waqar Salamkheil, only to get stumped.
Pollard joined Vince and made sure to 
get the Zalmi out of the game with a blis-
tering cameo of 49 runs from 21 balls, 

including 27 runs in one over of Salam-
kheil. Pollard smashed eight boundaries, 
including four sixes to guide his team to 
victory, while Vince scored 38 off 30 with 

the help of three boundaries and one six. 
Earlier, Karachi Kings opted to field and 
drew first blood with veteran Shoaib Ma-
lik castling Saim Ayub on the first ball.

Peshawar Zalmi captain Babar Azam 
kept the scoreboard moving but could 
not get support from the other end ear-
ly on as his side slipped to 40-3 inside 
the power play.
Rovman Powell then joined hands with the 
skipper and together they knitted a part-
nership of 68 runs from 46 balls to help 
their side recover from the early damage.
Powell was the core aggressor of the part-
nership with a 25-ball 39, which featured 
three boundaries and two sixes, while 
Azam played the anchor’s role.
Powell’s entertaining knock came to an end 
when he tried to reverse hit Mohammad 
nawaz but top-edged the ball only to land in 
the safe hands of Mir Hamza.
Asif Ali joined Azam and played a 23-run 
knock from 16 balls before Kieron Pollard 
caught him at long-on off daniel Sams.
Peshawar Zalmi faced a horrible collapse 
courtesy of brilliant bowling by Karachi 
Kings and bowled out at a meagre 154 de-
spite being at 136-5 at one point.
Azam top-scored for Zalmi, scoring a gutsy 
72 off 51, which featured seven boundaries 
and one six. For Karachi Kings, Hamza 
and Hasan Ali claimed three wickets each, 
while Sams managed two wickets.

Sarfaraz calls for Amir’s 
Pakistan comeback

LAHoRE: Pakistan wicketkeeper-bat-
ter Sarfaraz Ahmed has backed pacer 
Mohammad Amir’s inclusion in the 
national side after the latter’s impres-
sive bowling during the ongoing Paki-
stan Super League (PSL) season nine. 
Amir, who has claimed two wickets in 
as many matches, and Sarfaraz are part 
of Quetta Gladiators during PSL 9. The 
pacer’s death bowling has proven par-
ticularly useful for the Gladiators. “The 
inclusion of Mohammad Amir has made a big difference. He has been bowling really well 
and has a lot of experience of playing T20 cricket,” Sarfaraz said while talking to Geo 
news. “I have always told Amir that he can still play for Pakistan since he has a lot to 
offer. He can be useful for Pakistan but it depends on Amir how he sees his future with 
the national team,” he added. Sarfaraz was also cautiously optimistic about his side’s 
chances after registering two wins in as many matches during PSL 9. “It is too early to 
say anything but we have a good team combination and, if we continue playing like this, 
the team will get good results,” he said. The wicketkeeper-batter also opened up about 
being replaced as Quetta’s captain by South Africa’s Rilee Rossouw. “I’m relaxed and 
enjoying the game. Rilee Rossouw is leading the side really well,” he concluded.
Quetta Gladiators’ remaining PSL 9 matches: 
February 22, 2024 Quetta Gladiators v Islamabad United, Gaddafi Stadium Lahore
February 25, 2024 Multan Sultans v Quetta Gladiators, Multan Cricket Stadium
February 29, 2024 Karachi Kings v Quetta Gladiators, National Bank Stadium
March 2, 2024 Islamabad United v Quetta Gladiators, Pindi Cricket Stadium
March 6, 2024 Quetta Gladiators v Karachi Kings, Pindi Cricket Stadium
March 8, 2024 Peshawar Zalmi v Quetta Gladiators, Pindi Cricket Stadium
March 10, 2024 Quetta Gladiators v Lahore Qalandars, National Bank Stadium
March 12, 2024 Quetta Gladiators v Multan Sultans, National Bank Stadium. – DNA

86 PTI people 
have joined 

Sunni Ittehad
From Page 01

Commission of Pakistan 
(ECP). According to de-
tails provided by the PTI 
Secretariat, a total of 86 
independent members have 
pledged allegiance to the 
Sunni Ittehad Council for 
the national Assembly. Si-
multaneously, certificates 
of 105 members of the 
Sunni Unity Council for the 
Punjab Assembly and 85 
members of the Khyber Pa-
khtunkhwa Assembly have 
been submitted. Moreover, 
the joining certificates of 
9 independent members of 
the Sindh Assembly have 
also been presented to the 
Election Commission, fur-
ther solidifying the Sunni 
Ittehad Council’s presence 
in key legislative bodies. 
on the other hand, PTI 
announced its decision to 
conduct intra-party elec-
tions within the next two 
weeks. Sources privy to the 
development revealed that 
preparations are already un-
derway, with the Election 
Commission of PTI expect-
ed to release the official 
schedule imminently.

10% of 
Europeans 
believe...
From Page 01

found that 20% predicted a 
Russian victory.  The findings 
come on the eve of the sec-
ond anniversary of Russia’s 
full-scale invasion of Ukraine 
on 24 February 2022. Though 
support for Kyiv among Eu-
ropeans remains high, some 
form of “compromise settle-
ment” is seen by those polled 
as the most likely solution to 
the war.  This marks a shift 
in sentiment, with a majority 
of Europeans saying Ukraine 
must regain all of its lost ter-
ritory this time last year.  The 
report’s authors argued that, 
based on these findings, EU 
politicians should take a more 
“realistic” approach that cen-
tres upon establishing how 
peace can be achieved.  “In 
order to make the case for 
continued European support 
for Ukraine, EU leaders will 
need to change how they talk 
about the war,” co-author 
Mark Leonard of the Europe-
an Council on Foreign Rela-
tions (ECFR), which commis-
sioned the polling, was quoted 
as saying by the Guardian. 

‘You’re 
too late’, 
PML-N...
From Page 01

meeting, the latter offered its 
former ally to form a coalition 
government in Balochistan, 
according to sources. Howev-
er, dar told Haideri that the 
PML-n was going to form a 
coalition government with 
the Pakistan Peoples Party 
(PPP) in the province as the 
power-sharing agreement 
between the two parties had 
already been reached in the 
Centre. “The PML-n and 
the JUI-F can at least form 
a coalition government in 
Balochistan,” sources quoted 
Haideri as saying. However, 
dar responded by saying: We 
wanted to go together but 
Maulana you are too late.” 
The PML-n leader said he 
had been trying to reach out 
to the JUI-F but to no avail. 
“now we have struck an 
agreement with the PPP.”

Maryam 
Nawaz 

reveals...
From Page 01

gaining a majority in the 
Punjab Assembly].” If vot-
ed into power, Maryam will 
become the first woman to 
be elected as a chief minis-
ter in Pakistan’s seven-dec-
ade-plus history. She will 
take over the province with 
a population of more than 
127 million people, more 
than half of Pakistan’s pop-
ulation. “This was a tough 
election, I thank the peo-
ple of Punjab for providing 
us with a clear majority. 
We will set records of ser-
vice; I haven’t rested since 
the election results, all of 
us will have to work as a 
team,” she added. Maryam, 
who holds the portfolios of 
PML-n’s senior vice-pres-
ident and chief organiser, 
said it was a “huge honour” 
for her to be nominated as 
Punjab’s first chief minis-
ter and dedicated it to the 
“daughters, mothers, sis-
ters, and reserved seats’ 
women”.Meanwhile the 
Australian High Commis-
sioner to Pakistan neil 
Hawkins called on her at 
her residence in Lahore. 
Both sides discussed mat-
ters of mutual interest.

Babar Azam creates 
history in T20 format

Babar Azam has broken West Indian batter Chris Gayle's 
record by reaching the milestone in 271 innings

DNa

KARACHI: Star batter and Peshawar 
Zalmi skipper Babar Azam on Wednes-
day added another feather to his cap, 
becoming the fastest batter to score 
10,000 runs in T20 format.
The opening batter achieved the feat 
in 271 innings breaking the record of 
West Indian cricketer Chris Gayle who 
reached the milestone in 285 outings.
Azam scored the 10,000th run today 
during the sixth match of the Pakistan 
Super League’s (PSL) ninth edition 
played between Peshawar Zalmi and 
Karachi Kings.  The right-hander has 
represented 19 teams in T20 format, 
scoring 3,698 runs for the national 
side and 2,398 for the Kings.
He is also the only player who had scored 
over 3000 runs in the PSL and the 13th 
player overall to score 10,000 runs in the 
shortest format. Gayle is on top of the list 
with 14,562 runs while Pakistan’s Shoaib 
Malik has made 13,159 runs.
Azam reached the elusive milestone 
during his valiant 72-run knock amid 

his side’s dramatic collapse against 
Peshawar Zalmi. Zalmi faced a horri-
ble collapse courtesy of brilliant bowl-
ing by Karachi Kings and were bowled 
out at a meagre 154 despite being 
at 136-5 at one point. Karachi Kings 

drew first blood with veteran Shoaib 
Malik castling Saim Ayub on the first 
ball. Babar Azam kept the scoreboard 
moving but could not get support 
from the other end early on as his side 
slipped to 40-3 inside the power play.
Rovman Powell then joined hands with 
the skipper and together they knitted a 
partnership of 68 runs from 46 balls to 
help their side recover from the early 
damage. Powell was the core aggressor 
of the partnership with a 25-ball 39, 
which featured three boundaries and 
two sixes, while Azam played the an-
chor’s role. Powell’s entertaining knock 
came to an end when he tried to reverse 
hit Mohammad nawaz but top-edged 
the ball only to land in the safe hands of 
Mir Hamza.Azam top-scored for Zalmi, 
scoring a gutsy 72 off 51, which featured 
seven boundaries and one six.

Fewest innings to 10,000 runs
271 – Babar Azam
285 – Chris Gayle
299 – Virat Kohli

303 – David Warner
327 – Aaron Finch
350 – Jos Buttler

Wasim Akram 
unhappy with 
Shadab Khan

ISLAMABAd: Former Pakistan captain Wasim Akram 
was left unhappy with Islamabad United captain 
Shadab Khan after the latter didn’t come out to bat 
early during the match against Multan Sultans on 
Tuesday. Shadab had led Islamabad to victory against 
Lahore Qalandars in the previous match after scoring 
a quick fifty while batting at number three. However, 
yesterday, Shadab came to bat at number seven and 
scored only 11 runs in nine balls.
“When you have a captain who is in form and scored 
74 in 41 balls in the previous match, why didn’t he 
come in to bat at three or four? He [Shadab] said in 
the post-match press conference that the wicket was a 
bit difficult which is why I wanted to send in a proper 
batter. I hope that was a language barrier because if 
that’s case it means that he will come out to bat early 
when the pitch is easy but send anyone else if that’s 
not the case,” Akram said on a local sports channel. 
Multan Sultans bagged their second consecutive win 
at the PSL 9 after they defeated Islamabad United by 
five wickets at Multan Cricket Stadium.
After restricting Islamabad United to 144 in 20 overs, 
courtesy of impressive bowling by Mohammad Ali and 
Abbas Afridi, Sultans managed to chase the target in the 
final over on the back of a dogged half-century by Reeza 
Hendricks. Scores in brief: Multan Sultans beat Islam-
abad United by five wickets. Islamabad United 144 all 
out, 20 overs (Salman Ali Agha 52, Jordan Cox 41; Mo-
hammad Ali 3-19, Abbas Afridi 3-33, Usama Mir 2-29). 
Multan Sultans 145-5, 19.5 overs (Reeza Hendricks 58, 
Mohammad Rizwan 41; naseem Shah 2-27). Player of 
the match – Mohammad Ali (Multan Sultans). – DNA

Thomas to leave 
Bayern Munich at 
the end of season

London: Bayern Munich’s head coach Thomas Tuchel is 
set to step down as the club’s manager at the end of the 
current season, confirmed the club on Wednesday. Tuchel, 
who replaced previous manager Julien nagelsmann, is hav-
ing a hard time at the Bavarian club as his side has only 
won two of their last six matches. “FC Bayern Munich and 
head coach Thomas Tuchel have jointly decided to end 
their working relationship, which was originally set to run 
until 30 June 2025, on 30 June 2024. This is the outcome 
of a constructive discussion between CEo Jan-Christian 
dreesen and Thomas Tuchel,” the club confirmed in a 
press release. Bayern are currently second in Bundesliga 
with 50 points, eight less than table-toppers Bayer Leverk-
usen who are in red-hot form under the leadership of Xabi 
Alonso. With just 11 more matches in the league and an 
eight-point deficit, it is very likely that the Bavarian club 
may not be able to lift the league title this season.
“In a good, open discussion, we came to the decision to 
end our working relationship by mutual agreement in 
the summer. our goal is to pursue a new footballing di-
rection with a new head coach for the 2024/25 season,” 
said Bayern’s CEo Jan-Christian dreesen. “Until then, 
every individual at the club is expressly called upon 
to achieve the maximum possible in the Champions 
League and Bundesliga. I also explicitly hold the team 
accountable in this regard. In the Champions League in 
particular, after losing 1-0 in the first leg at Lazio, we 
are convinced we will reach quarter-finals at a packed 
Allianz Arena with our fans behind us.” – Agencies

Saki Kumagai 
condemns 

Asian football 
chiefs

ToKYo:Japan women’s cap-
tain Saki Kumagai has criti-
cised Asian football officials 
after the away leg of their 
tie against north Korea for 
a spot at the Paris olympics 
was moved to Saudi Arabia 
days before the game. Ku-
magai said that the Asian 
Football Confederation “have 
a responsibility” to look af-
ter players after Saturday’s 
match was switched from 
Pyongyang to Jeddah. Kum-
agai spoke to reporters in 
Japan on Tuesday as she was 
set to leave for Saudi Arabia, 
just a day after jetting in from 
her Italian club Roma. The 
33-year-old said “this kind of 
thing can’t happen”, refer-
ring to the late notice the na-
tional team had been given. 
Japan’s football association 
had reportedly asked the 
AFC to move first leg from 
north Korean capital Pyong-
yang over a lack of operation-
al transparency and a scarci-
ty of flights. – Agencies
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THE HAGUE:  The United States 
said a call for withdrawal of Israel 
from occupied territories in Pales-
tine requires to take into account 
Israel’s real security needs speak-
ing at the International Criminal 
Court of Justice (ICJ) on Wednes-
day. The US is working to find a 
resolution of peace for Israeli’s 
and Palestinians and to pave the 
wave for the establishment of a 
Palestinian state, added the repre-
sentative.  Egypt, UAE and Cuba 
were among the speakers that 
appeared at the third day of hear-
ings at the ICJ, also known as the 
World Court, in the Hague.
Egypt’s legal counselor Jasmine 
Moussa said Israel’s ongoing 
‘onslaught’ on Gaza killed over 
29,000 Palestinians and displaced 
2.3 million people in violation of 
international law.
 “It is shocking that some states 
do not want the court to render 
its legal opinion. What message 
does this send on their respect 
for international justice and the 

rule of law?” asked  Moussa. 
Egypt’s Jasmine Moussa said the 
Middle East “yearns for peace 
and stability” and a “comprehen-
sive and lasting resolution to the 
Palestinian-Israeli conflict”. Legal 
Advisor of the Cabinet of the Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs, Jasmine 
Moussa attends ICJ public hear-
ing to allow parties to give their 
views on the legal consequences 
of Israel’s occupation of the Pales-
tinian territories. (Reuters) UAE 
representative Lana nusseibeh 
said the viability of peace and an 
independent Palestinian state are 
imperiled by Israel’s violations 
which have risen sharply recent-
ly. The UAE is confident that the 
court will determine the legal con-
sequences of Israel’s violations 
of international law against the 
Palestinian people in Gaza and 
the West Bank. “According to the 
United nations, 2023 has been 
the deadliest year for Palestinians 
in the West Bank,” said nussei-
beh. nuseibeh said Israel must 
cease all policies and practices 
that impede the exercise of Pales-
tinian right to self determination. 

Israel must ensure freedom of 
access to holy places and respect 
the legal and historic status quo 
of these areas, added nusseibeh. 
The UAE concluded their state-
ment by calling for a ceasefire 
in Gaza and criticized the Un’s 
Security Council’s failure to 
adopt a peace resolution. Rus-
sia will also present arguments 
on Wednesday in proceedings 
at the Un’s highest court ex-
amining the legality of Israel’s 
occupation of the Palestinian 
territories. The ICJ, also known 
as the World Court, was asked in 
2022 by the Un General Assem-
bly to issue a non-binding opin-
ion on the legal consequences 
of the occupation. Israel, which 
is not taking part, said in writ-
ten comments that the court’s 
involvement could be harmful 
to achieving a negotiated settle-
ment. Washington in 2022 op-
posed the court issuing an opin-
ion and is expected to argue on 
Wednesday that it cannot rule 
on the occupation’s lawfulness. 
More than 50 states will present 
arguments until Feb. 26. Egypt 

and France were also scheduled 
to speak on Wednesday.
on Monday, Palestinian repre-
sentatives asked the judges to 
declare Israel’s occupation of 
their territory illegal and said 
its opinion could help reach a 
two-state solution. on Tuesday, 
10 states including South Africa 
were overwhelmingly critically 
of Israel’s conduct in the oc-
cupied territories, with many 
urging the court to declare the 
occupation illegal. The latest 
surge of violence in Gaza that 
followed Hamas’ oct. 7 attacks 
in Israel has complicated al-
ready deeply-rooted grievances 
in the Middle East and damaged 
efforts toward finding a path to 
peace. The ICJ’s 15-judge panel 
has been asked to review Isra-
el’s “occupation, settlement and 
annexation ... including meas-
ures aimed at altering the demo-
graphic composition, character 
and status of the Holy City of 
Jerusalem, and from its adoption 
of related discriminatory legisla-
tion and measures.” The judges 
are expected to take roughly 

six months to issue their opin-
ion on the request, which also 
asks them to consider the legal 
status of the occupation and its 
consequences for states. Israel 
ignored a World Court opinion in 
2004 when it found that Israel’s 
separation wall in the West Bank 
violated international law and 
should be dismantled. Instead, 
it has been extended. The cur-
rent hearings could increase po-
litical pressure over Israel’s war 
in Gaza, which has killed about 
29,000 Palestinians, according 
to Gaza health officials, since 
Hamas attacked Israel on oct. 7. 
Israel captured the West Bank, 
Gaza and East Jerusalem — ar-
eas of historic Palestine which 
the Palestinians want for a state 
— in the 1967 conflict. It with-
drew from Gaza in 2005, but, 
along with neighboring Egypt, 
still controls its borders.Israeli 
leaders have long disputed that 
the territories are formally occu-
pied on the basis that they were 
captured from Jordan and Egypt 
during the 1967 war rather than 
from a sovereign Palestine.

US opposes UN court’s order for Israeli withdrawal

Briefs
US urges DR 

Congo, 
Rwanda to 
avert war

WASHInGTon : The Unit-
ed States warned Rwanda 
and the democratic Repub-
lic of Congo at the Un on 
that they “must walk back 
from the brink of war,” as 
tensions rise between the 
neighbors. Kinshasa, the 
United nations and West-
ern countries say Rwanda 
is supporting a rebel group 
active in eastern dRC in a 
bid to control vast mineral 
resources in the region, an 
allegation Kigali denies. 
After several months of rel-
ative calm, intense fighting 
resumed last month around 
the city of Goma, the capi-
tal of north Kivu province. 
“Parties to the conflict and 
regional actors should im-
mediately resume (peace) 
processes — diplomatic 
efforts, not military con-
flict, are the only path for 
a negotiated solution and 
a sustainable peace,” said 
Robert Wood, an Ameri-
can envoy to the Un, at an 
emergency meeting con-
cerning the dRC. Kigali 
“must also withdraw Rwan-
dan forces from Congolese 
territory and immediately 
remove any and all of its sur-
face to air missile systems, 
which credible reporting 
indicates they’ve been re-
sponsible for intentionally 
firing on the aerial assets 
of MonUSCo,” the Un 
peacekeeping mission in 
dRC, Wood added. .—APP

S.Korea 
doctors’ strike

 disrupts 
medical 

operations
SEoUL: Pregnant women 
had C-sections canceled 
and cancer treatments were 
postponed Wednesday as 
the number of South Kore-
an trainee doctors to walk 
off the job over proposed 
reforms swelled, officials 
and local reports said. More 
than 8,800 junior doctors 
– 71 percent of the train-
ee workforce – have now 
quit, said Seoul’s Second 
Vice Health Minister Park 
Min-soo, part of a spiraling 
protest against government 
plans to sharply increase 
medical school admissions. 
Seoul says the reforms are 
essential, citing the coun-
try’s low doctor numbers 
and rapidly aging popula-
tion, but doctors claim the 
changes will hurt service 
provision and education 
quality. Critics say doctors 
are mainly concerned the 
reform could erode their 
salaries and social prestige, 
and the plan enjoys broad 
public support among South 
Koreans, many of whom are 
fed up with long wait times 
for many medical services. 
Park said Wednesday that 
7,813 trainee doctors had 
not shown up for work – an 
almost five-fold increase 
from the first day of the ac-
tion Monday – despite the 
government ordering many 
of them to return to their 
hospitals. “The basic call-
ing of medical professionals 
is to protect the health and 
lives of the people, and any 
group action that threatens 
this cannot be justified,” 
Park said. —Agencies 

Amazon to 
join dJIA,
replace 

Walgreens

DNA

ISLAMABAd : Amazon.
com Inc. will replace Wal-
greens Boots Alliance 
Inc. in the dow Jones In-
dustrial Average (dJIA), 
S&P dow Jones Indices 
announced. “Reflecting 
the evolving nature of 
the American economy, 
this change will increase 
consumer retail exposure 
as well as other business 
areas in the dJIA,” it said 
in a statement. In addi-
tion, Uber Technologies 
Inc. will replace JetBlue 
Airways Corp. in the dow 
Jones Transportation Av-
erage. “This change will 
help the index gain expo-
sure to the ride sharing 
industry,” said the state-
ment. “The index change 
was prompted by JetBlue’s 
low weight in the index of 
less than one-half of one 
percentage point caused 
by its low share price.” 
The dow Jones Transpor-
tation Average is a price 
weighted index, as very 
low-priced stocks have an 
immaterial impact on the 
index, according to the 
statement.

BD resists to 
accept more 

Rohingya 
from 

Myanmar
dHAKA: Bangladesh is re-
fusing to accept more Ro-
hingya fleeing Myanmar, 
with authorities saying on 
Wednesday that the country 
is already overburdened in 
supporting more than 1.2 
million refugees. The Ro-
hingya have sought refuge 
in Bangladesh over decades 
after escaping death and 
persecution in Myanmar, 
especially during a military 
crackdown in 2017. The 
developing country spends 
an estimated $1.2 billion 
annually to support the ref-
ugees, as international aid 
for the oppressed stateless 
minority has fallen since 
2020. Most of the Rohing-
ya refugees live in squalid 
camps in Cox’s Bazar dis-
trict, a coastal region in 
eastern Bangladesh.
 “We are already overbur-
dened with more than 1 
million Rohingya,” Miza-
nur Rahman, Bangladesh’s 
refugee relief and repatria-
tion commissioner in Cox’s 
Bazar, told Arab news. 
“The people of Bangladesh 
certainly will not welcome 
any more Rohingya here. 
Hospitality in the host com-
munity has turned into hos-
tility. In this context, there 
is nothing much we can do 
for the newly displaced (Ro-
hingya from Myanmar).” 
Rahman’s statement fol-
lows comments from other 
Bangladeshi officials, in-
cluding Road Transport and 
Bridges Minister obaidul 
Quader, who told report-
ers earlier this month that 
Bangladesh “will not allow 
any more Rohingya to enter 
the country.”—DNA

11 Ukraine 
children 
returned 

from Russia
MoSCoW: Eleven Ukrain-
ian children crossed the 
border from Belarus to 
Ukraine, in the latest return 
of children taken to Russia 
and occupied territories 
during the nearly two-year 
Ukraine war. Emerging 
from the darkness at a 
humanitarian crossing on 
the Belarus border, the 
children hugged family 
members who had been 
waiting for more than six 
hours. oleksandr, 16, is 
the oldest among those re-
turned by Moscow through 
a Qatar-mediated scheme. 
“My new life is starting,” 
he said, smiling shyly and 
describing the “joy and 
slight nerves.” The children 
were received by the Qa-
tari embassy in Moscow on 
Monday before traveling to 
Belarus and walking across 
the one-kilometer border 
zone — while some relatives 
were able to meet the chil-
dren directly in Moscow. 
Two critically ill children 
were brought over in an 
ambulance and rushed to 
hospital.Ukraine estimates 
20,000 children have been 
forced to Russia since the 
war erupted in February 
2022. President Volodymyr 
Zelensky has called the ac-
tion “a genocide.” Russia 
denies the accusations.The 
group of children is the 
fourth and largest to have 
been returned with Qatar’s 
help and included some as 
young as two, Ukrainian Hu-
man Rights Commissioner 
dmytro Lubinets told AFP 
at the border.—Agencies 

SA will tap 
contingency 
account to 
curb rising 

debt
CAPE ToWn :  South 
Africa’s government will 
draw down 150 billion 
rand ($7.93 billion) over 
the next three years from 
a central bank-administered 
contingency account to lim-
it borrowing, the national 
Treasury said on Wednesday. 
Africa’s most industrialised 
economy has barely grown 
in more than a decade, with 
GdP growth averaging 0.8% 
since 2012. Weak revenue 
collection has seen debt lev-
els rise, with debt-servicing 
costs consuming a greater 
share of the national budget. 
Advertisement • Scroll to 
continue The bleak econom-
ic backdrop is looming large 
over a general election due 
on May 29 that could see the 
governing African national 
Congress (AnC) party lose 
its parliamentary majority 
for the first time in 30 years. 
The Treasury said in the 
2024 budget that it was able 
to tap the Gold and Foreign 
Exchange Contingency Re-
serve Account (GFECRA) – 
which had a balance.—APP

US plans new sanctions on 
Russia for Navalny’s death

Russian President Vladimir Putin’s main political  opponent died in his penal colony on Friday

News Desk

Moscow : The United 
States will announce 
fresh sanctions on Russia 
on Friday over the death 
in prison of opposition 
leader Alexei navalny, 
as a string of European 
governments summon 
Russian diplomats. Rus-
sian President Vladimir 
Putin’s main political op-
ponent died in his penal 
colony on Friday, Rus-
sian authorities said. His 
team says the 47-year-old 
was murdered. The US is 
set to announce a “ma-
jor sanctions package to 
hold Russia accountable” 
and respond to the “vi-

cious and brutal war that 
has now raged on for two 
years”, national Secu-
rity Council spokesman 
John Kirby told reporters 
Tuesday.
The US and its allies 
imposed a slew of sanc-
tions on Russia since it 
invaded Ukraine in Feb-
ruary 2022. The latest 
move comes as Belgium 
announced Tuesday that 
it had summoned its Rus-
sian ambassador, follow-
ing Poland, France and 
Germany. Meanwhile, 
Italy’s deputy prime min-
ister and former Putin 
admirer Matteo Salvini 
was criticised for saying 
it was “up to Russian doc-
tors and judges” to deter-

mine the cause of nav-
alny’s death. navalny’s 
mother, Lyudmila naval-
naya, urged Putin to “im-
mediately” release the 
body of her son -- a de-
mand echoed by his wid-
ow Yulia navalnaya.Lyud-
mila navalnaya travelled 
to the remote IK-3 penal 
colony on Saturday, the 
morning after his death 
was announced, and has 
since been barred from 
seeing his body.
“Let me finally see my 
son. I demand that Alex-
ei’s body be released im-
mediately so that I can 
bury him in a humane 
way,” she said, dressed 
all in black, in a video 
published by his team. 

Investigators said his 
body could be kept for 
“at least two weeks”, na-
valny’s allies reported. 
navalny’s team also pub-
lished a written letter to 
Putin by Lyudmila naval-
naya -- who is not a public 
figure -- making the de-
mand. The Kremlin has 
refused to say when the 
body will be handed over 
and Putin has been silent 
on the death of his main 
political opponent.
Kremlin spokesman dmi-
try Peskov on Tuesday 
brushed off Yulia naval-
naya’s statement that Pu-
tin killed her husband as 
“unfounded and vulgar”. 
“I do not give a damn 
how the press secretary 

of a murderer comments 
on my words,” naval-
naya shot back on social 
media. Russia detained 
hundreds of mourners in 
the days after navalny’s 
death. Yulia navalnaya’s 
freshly created account 
on the social media site 
X, formerly Twitter, was 
suspended for 50 min-
utes on Tuesday, shortly 
after her remarks against 
the Kremlin. The com-
pany then reactivated it 
without an explanation.
on Monday, she had 
posted an emotional 
video appeal on the plat-
form accusing Putin of 
killing navalny. She an-
nounced she would con-
tinue her husband’s fight 

against the Kremlin and 
met European Union for-
eign ministers. Her team 
said on Tuesday she had 
urged the 27-nation bloc 
not to recognise Russia’s 
forthcoming presidential 
election -- which is likely 
to see Putin extend his 
rule until at least 2030. 
“do not recognise this 
election,” navalnaya 
said, according to com-
ments published by her 
team on social media. 
“A president who killed 
his main political oppo-
nent cannot be legiti-
mate by definition,” she 
added. She also urged 
the EU to “always make 
the distinction between 
Putin and Russia.”
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ISLAMABAD: Leader of the house in the Senate, Senator Mohammad Ishaq Dar in a meeting with the MQM delegation led 
by Kamran Tessori, Governor Sindh at parliament house. – DNA

Greek premier 
begins state  
visit to India

web Desk

nEW dELHI : Greek Prime 
Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis 
arrived in India on a two-day 
state visit, officials said on 
Wednesday. Mitsotakis is 
visiting India at the invitation 
of Indian counterpart Prime 
Minister narendra Modi and 
will be chief guest at the Raisina 
dialogue, a multilateral con-
ference held annually in India. 
Indian Foreign Minister Subrah-
manyam Jaishankar met Mitso-
takis on Wednesday morning. 
“Valued his commitment to en-
hancing India-Greece ties. Look 
forward to the strengthening of 
our strategic partnership,” Jais-
hankar said on X. Mitsotakis is 
the first Greek head of govern-
ment to visit India after 15 years. 
“The last Prime Ministerial visit 
from Greece to India took place 
in 2008,” the Foreign Ministry 
said. The Greek prime minister 
will hold meetings with the Indi-
an premier on Wednesday, the 
Foreign Ministry said. The rela-
tions between India and Greece 
have been elevated to ‘Strategic 
Partnership’ during Modi’s vis-
it to Greece last August. The 
relations “are based on shared 
cultural values, commitment 
to foster economic growth, 
collaboration in the fields of 
security and defence, shipping, 

maritime and marked by con-
vergence on regional and glob-
al issues,” the ministry said. 
Earlier today, External Affairs 
Minister S Jaishankar called 
on the Greek Prime Minister 
Kyriakos. Jaishankar stated 
that he valued Mitsotakis' 
commitment to enhancing ties 
between India and Greece. 
Mitsotakis arrived in the na-
tional capital. Union Minister 
of State for External Affairs 
Meenakashi Lekhi welcomed 
the Greek PM at the airport. 
notably, Mitsotakis is the Chief 
Guest and Keynote Speaker at 
the three day Raisina dialogue 
2024, which begins today.Mit-
sotakis is accompanied by sen-
ior officials and a high-powered 
business delegation. In a post on 
X, Ministry of External Affairs 
official spokesperson stated, 
"Warm welcome to PM @kmit-
sotakis of the Hellenic Republic 
as he arrives in new delhi on 
his first State Visit to India. 
Received by MoS @M_Lekhi-
at the airport. PM Mitsotakis 
is the Chief Guest and Key-
note Speaker at #Raisinadi-
alogue2024." Greek Foreign 
Minister Giorgos Gerapetri-
tis who is in new delhi to 
attend the Raisina dialogu 
and met with External Af-
fairs Minister Jaishankar 
and the two leaders dis-
cussed the strengthening.

The US is working to find a resolution of peace for Israeli’s and Palestinians  
and to pave the wave for the establishment of a Palestinian state

Moscow ‘open to 
resolving conflict in 
Ukraine peacefully’ 

MoSCoW : Moscow is 
open to resolving the con-
flict in Ukraine peacefully, 
and Kyiv’s self-imposed ban 
prevents the start of nego-
tiations, Russian Foreign 
Minister Sergey Lavrov 
said on Wednesday.
 Speaking in an interview 
with the Brazilian daily 
o Globo, Lavrov doubted 
that Ukraine would engage 
in talks with Russia, say-
ing: “Kiev and the West 
are focused on promoting 
(Ukrainian President Volod-
ymyr) Zelenskyy’s formula, 
which contains an unaccept-
able ultimatum for Russia, 
and flat out rejects other 
initiatives, including Bra-
zil’s.” “The goals and objec-
tives of the special military 
operation were outlined by 
President (Vladimir) Putin 
and include the demilitari-
zation and denazification 
of Ukraine and eliminating 
threats to Russia’s security 
that come from its territo-
ry,” he said. The minister 
insisted on eliminating “the 
root causes of the Ukraine 
crisis” to achieve a sustain-
able and fair settlement. 
“The West must stop sup-
plying weapons to Ukraine, 
and Kiev must stop hos-

tilities. Ukraine should 

reinstate its neutral, non-
aligned, and non-nuclear 
status and ensure the rights 
and freedoms of its citizens. 
It is critical that the basis 
be the new territorial reali-
ties and the situation on the 
ground,” he stressed.
Lavrov regretted that “nei-
ther Kiev nor the West 
demonstrates any sign of 
political will to settle the 
conflict,” and therefore 
Russia has “no choice but 
to continue the special mili-
tary operation until its goals 
are achieved.”  Asked about 
prospects of normalizing re-
lations with Europe, the offi-
cial said “the EU countries 
have imposed this enmity 
for Russia on themselves.” 
“It is up to them to decide 
how to go about this choice. 

Considering Brussels’ 
determination to inflict a 
“strategic defeat” on us, 
talking about prospects for 
restoring relations is beside 
the point. 
“If the European countries 
drop their Russophobic pol-
icies and come up with re-
alistic ideas regarding new 
principles of relations, we 
will consider them. our de-
cisions will be based on our 
national interests,” he said. 
Lavrov expects that the US 
will maintain its “anti-Russian 
course” in the foreseeable 
future, arguing that “the 
ruling elite of the United 
States views Russia as an 
adversary and a threat 
regardless of party affili-
ation.” “The former pres-
ident (donald Trump) 
did nothing to improve 
Russia-US relations dur-
ing his four-year stint in 
the White House. ... We 
are prepared to work with 
any leader who wins the 
American people’s trust. 
What matters to us is not 
specific political figures, 
but their policies towards 
Russia. President Putin 
made that clear recently 
in his televised interview,” 
he said.—Agencies 

President Sall 
is too slow 
scheduling 

vote 
dAKAR : opposition candi-
dates in Senegal’s presiden-
tial election have accused 
the authorities of drag-
ging their feet on setting 
a new date for the vote 
after a court ruled that a 
10-month postponement 
was unlawful. President 
Macky Sall last week prom-
ised he would abide by the 
Constitutional Council’s 
request for the vote to be 
scheduled as soon as pos-
sible. The court blocked 
Sall’s parliament-backed 
decree to postpone the 
election, originally sched-
uled for Feb. 25. Sall faced 
significant domestic and 
international pressure to 
accept the council’s ruling 
after the crisis triggered 
violent street protests and 
warnings of authoritarian 
overreach in one of coup-
hit West Africa’s more 
stable democracies.  But a 
new date has yet to be set, 
stoking concern among 
opposition candidates, 
some of whom are push-
ing for the election to take 
place before Sall’s man-
date ends on April 2.  In 
a joint statement late on 
Tuesday, 16 of the 19 pres-
idential contenders com-
plained about an “inexpli-
cable slowness” enacting 
the council’s ruling. —APP
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PML-N, PPP steal people’s 
mandate: Aslam Iqbal 

shAmim shAhiD

PESHAWAR: Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) leader and candidate for Punjab CM slot 
Mian Aslam Iqbal has said the PML-n and the PPP have stolen mandate of people and 
the same must be returned. Talking to reporters in Peshawar on Wednesday, Aslam 
said illegal cases were made against him while he had no hand in May 9 incident. “After 
getting bail from ATC, I left Lahore on May 7. I have no call about the incident on my 
phone nor any video. The miscreants must be punished but not the innocent citizens,” 
he explained, adding that he had been in politics for the last 25 years and never resorted 
to any illegal action. “I am thankful to the Peshawar High Court that I am given bail,” 
he said. Taking about the PPP and PML-n, the former provincial minister said both the 
parties had been highlighting each other’s corruption before the election and now they 
had joined forces. They are the responsible of ruining institutions and have nothing to 
do with the people’s upliftmnet, he said, adding they failed in 16 months of their PdM 
led-coalition government. Meanwhile, the PHC has approved transit bail of Mian Aslam 
Iqbal. during the hearing, the justice Waqar Ahmed asked he appeared before the court 
today after May 9 incidents. The additional advocate general told the court he went 
underground after May 9 incidents. The court was told that no FIR had not been lodged 
against Mian Aslam Iqbal. The PHC ordered the Iqbal to appear before the Lahore High 
Court (LHC) within two days and hoped Iqbal would not act like Buzdar.

News Desk

nEW YoRK: Condemnations have 
poured in from world countries after 
the United States once again vetoed a 
United nations Security Council res-
olution that demanded an immediate 
ceasefire in Israel’s months-long gen-
ocidal war on the besieged Gaza Strip.
The Algeria-drafted resolution called 
for an immediate humanitarian cease-
fire in Gaza and the “unconditional” 
release of prisoners, with representa-
tives of 13 countries at the 15-member 
Security Council voting in favor of the 
resolution and Britain abstaining.
Israel has killed more than 29,000 
people, mostly women and children, 
and injured some 70,000 others in 
Gaza since the regime launched its 
US-backed onslaught on october 7, 
2023. The veto, which marks the third 
time Washington has opposed such a 
resolution, drew criticism from many 

countries including China, Russia, 
Saudi Arabia and even close US allies, 
France and Slovenia. China warned on 
Wednesday that Washington’s decision 
to veto the UnSC resolution pushed 
the war in Gaza into an “even more 
dangerous” situation. “China voted in 
favor of the draft resolution,” Foreign 
Ministry spokesperson Mao ning told 
a regular briefing in Beijing. “The Unit-
ed States has once again single-hand-
edly vetoed it, pushing the situation in 
Gaza into an even more dangerous sit-
uation, in which all parties concerned... 
have expressed their strong disappoint-
ment and dissatisfaction.”
Expressing serious concerns about 
the situation in Gaza, the Chinese offi-
cial described as a “moral obligation” 
the halt to the Israeli aggression on 
the besieged Palestinian territory.
“The humanitarian situation in Gaza 
is becoming extremely serious, and 
regional peace and stability have been 
severely impacted,” Mao said, adding, 

“The Security Council must take ac-
tion as quickly as possible to bring a 
halt to hostilities. This is a moral obli-
gation that cannot be put off.”
The Chines Foreign Ministry spokes-
person stressed that, “We will con-
tinue to work with all parties in the 
international community to push the 
Security Council to take further re-
sponsible and meaningful actions, and 
make unremitting efforts to quell the 
war in Gaza at an early date.”
Russia’s Ambassador to the Un Vas-
ilynebenzia said the US veto marked 
“another black page in the history of 
the Security Council.” nebenzia said 
the US was trying to play for time 
so that Israel could complete its “in-
humane plans” for Gaza, namely to 
squeeze the Palestinians out of the 
territory and completely “cleanse” 
the enclave. The Russian envoy added 
that no matter how bitter the “after-
taste” of the vote may be, “we are not 
in the mood to give up.”

World condemns US veto of 
Gaza ceasefire resolution at UNSC

Briefs
Lula meets 

Blinken 
after Gaza 
comments

 

WASHInGTon: US top dip-
lomat Antony Blinken was 
meeting President Luiz Ina-
cio Lula da Silva on Wednes-
day, amid a diplomatic spat 
after the Brazilian leader 
likened Israel’s war in Gaza 
to the nazi genocide during 
World War Two.
US officials have said they 
expect Lula and Secretary 
of State Blinken to have a 
robust conversation on is-
sues of global security, in-
cluding the conflict in Gaza 
sparked by attacks in south-
ern Israel by Hamas mili-
tants on oct. 7. Israel said 
on Monday that Lula is not 
welcome in Israel until he 
takes back the comments.
State department spokes-
person Matthew Mill-
er said on Tuesday that 
Washington disagreed 
with Lula’s comments, but 
declined to preview what 
Blinken would say in the 
meeting on the issue. Lu-
la’s comments came after 
he visited the Middle East 
last week and just ahead of 
a meeting of foreign min-
isters in Rio de Janeiro as 
part of Brazil’s presidency 
of the G20 group of ad-
vanced economies.
Washington, which pro-
vides Israel with military 
and diplomatic support, 
has urged Israel to protect 
civilians but defended Isra-
el’s right to target Hamas 
militants in the Gaza strip.
Ahead of Blinken’s travel 
to South America, Assis-
tant Secretary of State 
for Western Hemisphere 
Affairs Brian nichols told 
reporters that sharing ide-
as on the conflict in Gaza 
would be “crucial to the 
conversation” between 
Lula and Blinken.
The two would also dis-
cuss efforts to promote 
democracy in Venezuela, 
a US-Brazil partnership on 
workers’ rights and coop-
eration on transitioning to 
clean energy, nichols said.

PPP finalises 
3 names 

for Punjab 
governor

 

fAisAl sheikh

ISLAMABAd: PPP final-
ised three nominees for the 
esteemed position of Gov-
ernor of Punjab. Sources 
within the party revealed 
that the frontrunners for 
the coveted role include 
seasoned political figures 
Makhdoom Ahmed Me-
hmood, Qamar Zaman Kai-
ra, and nadeem Afzal Chan. 
However, it is Makhdoom 
Ahmed Mehmood who 
emerges as the top priority 
for the party’s leadership.
Sources added that Me-
hmood’s candidacy is not 
only endorsed by the PPP 
but also enjoys acceptance 
from other political parties 
including PML-n.
The announcement comes 
in the wake of a power shar-
ing formula for government 
formation and power-shar-
ing unveiled jointly by PPP 
Chairman Bilawal Bhutto 
Zardari, PML-n President 
Shehbaz Sharif, and former 
President Asif Ali Zardari.
The trio convened a press 
conference at the historic 
Zardari House in Islama-
bad to disclose the collab-
orative approach towards 
national leadership. 

Solangi 
grieved over 

demise of 
Nazir Naji

DNa
ISLAMABAd:Caretaker 
Minister for Information, 
Broadcasting and Parlia-
mentary Affairs Murtaza 
Solangi on Wednesday 
expressed deep grief and 
sorrow over the demise of 
renowned journalist, editor 
and columnist nazir naji.
The minister, in a condo-
lence message, prayed to 
the Almighty to rest the de-
parted soul in eternal peace 
and grant courage to the 
bereaved family to bear the 
loss with equanimity.  Pay-
ing tribute to the late senior 
journalist, the minister said 
nazir naji had dedicated his 
whole life to journalism and 
service of the country.
He was a seasoned journal-
ist and analyst as well, who 
strived to bring a positive 
change in the society through 
his services in the field of 
journalism, he added. The 
analysis and columns of the 
late journalist were always 
informative and insightful, he 
said, adding it would be very 
hard to fill the void created in 
the field of journalism with 
nazir naji’s demise.

Two killed as 
Israeli strike 
targets da-

mascus
dAMASCUS: At least two 
people have been killed 
when Israeli military air-
craft carried out an airstrike 
against a residential build-
ing in the southwestern sec-
tor of the Syrian capital city 
of damascus. The state-run 
al-Ikhbariyah Syria televi-
sion news channel reported 
that an Israeli attack with a 
number of missiles target-
ed an apartment in the Kafr 
Sousa residential neighbor-
hood. The official Syrian 
Arab news Agency (SAnA) 
also published images from 
the Israeli air raid, showing 
the outside of multi-story 
building partially blackened 
and windows blown out.
An unnamed military source 
was later quoted by SAnA as 
saying that “the Israeli en-
emy perpetrated an air ag-
gression at around 9:40 a.m. 
local time (0740 GMT) on 
Wednesday, and fired mis-
siles from the direction of 
the occupied Golan Heights 
at a residential building in 
the Kafr Sousa neighbor-
hood of damascus.” 

Faisal Javed’s 
arrest warrant 

suspended
ISLAMABAd: The session 
court in Islamabad has sus-
pended the arrest warrant 
against Faisal Javed, senior 
leader of PTI, in the Bani 
Gala police station case.
The PTI senator surren-
dered himself before the 
Civil Judge Qudratullah in 
the local court of Islama-
bad. Faisal Javed appeared 
before the court with his 
counsel SardarMasroof in 
the case hearing. 
Civil Judge Qudratullah has 
suspended the arrest war-
rant for Senator Faisal Javed 
on ground of his appearence 
before the court.  The court 
has also fixed the indictment 
for March 13 hearing against 
senator Faisal Javed Khan. 
Faisal Javed Khan has been 
facing charges at the Bani 
Gala police station case. 
Earlier, the court issued 
the arrest warrant against 
him in his absentia in the 
case hearing. – DNA

PNS yamama launching 
ceremony held in Romania
The Admiral expressed his confidence that induction of these multipurpose and highly 
adaptive platforms; equipped with state-of-the-art weapons and sensors will further 
strengthen combat capability of Pn Fleet in safeguarding maritime frontiers while 
ensuring Maritime Security in the Indian ocean Region, especially in the Arabian Sea

stAff RepoRt

RAWALPIndI: Launching Ceremony of 
state-of-the-art  4th offshore Patrol Ves-
sel, PnS YAMAMA (desig) being built for 
Pakistan navy was held at M/s dAMEn 
Shipyard Galati, Romania. Vice Chief of the 
naval Staff, Vice Admiral ovais Ahmed Bil-
grami graced the occasion as Chief Guest. 
Speaking on the occasion, Vice Chief of the 
naval Staff underscored the importance of 
maritime security under the prevailing con-
ventional and non-conventional maritime 
threats to energy and trade highways passing 
through Indian ocean Region. In this context, 
he highlighted that Pakistan navy has tremen-
dous contribution in maintenance of safe and 
secure sea environment for maritime trade. 
The Admiral expressed his confidence that 
induction of these multipurpose and highly 
adaptive platforms; equipped with state-of-
the-art weapons and sensors will further 
strengthen combat capability of Pn Fleet in 
safeguarding maritime frontiers while ensur-
ing Maritime Security in the Indian ocean 
Region, especially in the Arabian Sea. 
Earlier during his welcome address, Chief 
operations officer of M/s dAMEn Group 
netherlands highlighted that dAMEn Ship-
yard and Pakistan navy are enjoying histor-
ic relations since 1986. He highlighted that 
M/s dAMEn would continue to deliver cost 
effective, technologically advanced and po-
tent ships to Pn to meet their operational 
requirements. The launching ceremony 
was attended by high ranking officials from 
Romanian Government and navy, Pakistan 
navy, M/s dAMEn and notables from Paki-
stani community in Romania.
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India police fire tear gas at 
protesting farmers on delhi

nEW dELHI: Police in India have fired teargas on protesting 
farmers who have resumed their march on capital delhi after 
four rounds of talks with the federal government failed to end 
the deadlock. The farmers, who are demanding assured prices 
for their crops, say they are prepared with months of supplies. 
delhi's borders have been fortified with several layers of bar-
ricades and barbed wires to stop their entry. But protesters 
have warned they would use heavy machinery to push through. 
on Wednesday, visuals from the Shambhu border between the 
neighbouring Punjab and Haryana states showed thousands 
of farmers preparing to push past barriers using bulldoz-
ers and earthmovers. Police fired teargas at the protesters 
as they attempted to move towards the border, BBC Pun-
jabi reported. Farmers seemed better prepared than last 
week as they used masks, gloves and safety suits to protect 
themselves from the shelling. Many among the protesters 
flew kites to interfere with the police's operation of drones, 
which have been used to drop tear gas shells on them.
Farm leaders also made frequent announcements for unity, 
appealing to the security forces to not attack their "breth-
ren". Agriculture Minister Arjun Munde has invited farmers 
for a fifth round of talks. "It is important for us to maintain 
peace," he wrote on X (Formerly Twitter). Farmers are yet to 
respond to this invite. Located at a distance of about 200kms 

(125 miles) from the capital, farmers have been stationed at 
Shambhu border since last week when they first attempted to 
march into the city. Authorities had clashed with the protest-
ers, firing tear gas and plastic bullets in a bid to halt them. The 
march was put on hold after ministers invited farm leaders for 
talks. Authorities fear a repeat of 2020, when thousands of 
farmers hunkered down at delhi's borders for months - braving 
extreme temperatures and Covid - against controversial agri-
culture reforms. dozens died in the year-long protest which 
ended only after the government agreed to repeal the laws. 
The latest round of protests also come months before the 
general elections in which Prime Minister narendra Modi's 
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) is seeking a third term in power. 
Farmers form an influential voting bloc in India and analysts 
say the government will be keen not to anger or alienate them.
Farmers' leaders say their march is peaceful and have urged 
the government to let them enter the capital. "We tried our best 
from our side. We attended the meetings and discussed every 
issue, now the decision lies with the government. We will remain 
peaceful but we should be allowed to remove these barriers and 
march towards delhi," farm leader Sarwan Singh Pandher told 
reporters. The government has so far held four rounds of meet-
ings with farmers' unions. Protesters say the government did not 
keep promises made during the 2020-21 protest, and also have 
demands including pensions and a debt waiver. – Agencies

dozens of Russian 
troops ‘die in air strike’

KIEV: At least 60 Russian troops have been killed after a training area in occupied 
eastern Ukraine was hit by two missiles, reports say. Sources familiar with the situation 
told the media that troops had gathered at the site in donetsk region for the arrival of 
a senior commander. Video footage of the incident appeared to show large numbers of 
dead. The attack reportedly came hours before Russian President Vladimir Putin met 
his defence Minister Sergei Shoigu. At the meeting, MrShoigu claimed Russian suc-
cesses in several areas of the front line and spoke of the recent capture of the town of 
Avdiivka. But neither Russia nor Ukraine has so far officially commented on the incident 
near the village of Trudovske in donetsk region. Reports say members of the 36th mo-
torised rifle brigade, normally based in the Transbaikal region of Siberia, were waiting 
for the arrival of Maj-Gen oleg Moiseyev, commander of the 29th Army of the Eastern 
military region. A soldier who survived the incident said during a video recording of the 
aftermath that the brigade’s commanders had made them stand in an open field. They 
were reportedly hit by two missiles fired from the US-made HIMARS launch system. 
This and other videos and stills show dozens of soldiers apparently lying dead in a field. 
Estimates, including by those who survived, suggest at least 60 have died. The BBC is 
working to verify the footage. In a separate development, several pro-Russian sources 
have reported that the military blogger Andrey Morozov, known as Murz, has killed him-
self. Morozov, whose Telegram channel has some 100,000 subscribers, wrote in a series 
of apparently final posts that he had been forced by the military to take down a report 
about Russian losses in recent battles, including Avdiivka. – Agencies

UK nuclear 
missile crashes 

into ocean
London: A UK Trident nuclear missile has 
misfired and crashed into the ocean off the US 
coast of Florida during a failed test launch by a 
British nuclear submarine in an embarrassing 
blow for the United Kingdom’s outdated naval 
warfare force. British news outlets cited the 
UK’s Ministry of defense (Mod) statement, 
confirming that an “anomaly occurred” during 
a missile launch on January 30 off the coast of 
Florida. The Mod said the “anomaly” during 
the exercise was “event specific”. The officials 
said they could not say any more because the 
incident related to national security. They said 
there remained “absolute confidence” in Brit-
ain’s constant at-sea nuclear defense system. 
one British official said the test-launch from 
the nuclear-powered submarine HMS Vanguard 
would have been successful had it been carried 
out for real with a nuclear warhead. The Sun 
reported that a dummy Trident 2 missile was 
propelled into the air by compressed gas in 
its launch tube but that its so-called first-stage 
boosters did not ignite. It quoted an anonymous 
source as saying, “It left the submarine but it 
just went plop, right next to them.” – Agencies


